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About TEFSI
TEFSI project supports cooperation between 9 European universities to develop, implement
and widely disseminate innovative teaching approaches, materials, methods and tools, thus
increase university teachers’ competences and innovation, and in a consequence, improve the
quality and effectiveness of university teaching. Usage of innovative teaching methods in
TEFSI project is illustrated for the subjects covering various aspects of sustainable food
systems, thus increase teachers’ awareness about the importance of including sustainability
issues into their everyday lecturing, and therefore form an important step of food science,
human nutrition, agriculture, and related life science education towards sustainability. Further
information about the TEFSI project, its activities and outcomes are available on the TEFSI
website: http://tefsi.eu/.
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Preface
The TEFSI project aims to contribute to making European food systems more sustainable
through transnational, innovative teaching. Basically, a food system is a system that includes
all actors and activities related to the production, processing, distribution, marketing, packaging
and consumption of food.
Education – in terms of access to facts and knowledge, but also in terms of teaching skills to
work with them and to enable young people to contribute to making the necessary changes – is
a key factor in meeting the challenges of moving towards sustainable food systems. But teachers
also need the appropriate materials and tools for this. Against this background, this publication
presents innovative teaching methods and approaches that have been developed, applied and
tested in the TEFSI project in the various workshops.
Innovation in this context means much more than the introduction of digital teaching methods,
for example. Rather, innovation means designing the course in such a way that the learning
objectives can be best achieved by the students and, to this end, combining teaching methods
in an optimal way, always asking the question which method is most suitable or how a method
can be made most appropriate.
We wish you much success and fun trying out, combining and adapting the methods presented
here!

Assoc. Prof. Dominika Średnicka-Tober

Dr. Ulrike Eberle

TEFSI Coordinator

Coordinator of O3
innovative teaching materials
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1. Introduction
Teaching as a lecturer at universities is different than teaching at schools, and the variety of
data, methods and tools available for teaching are often not used in the university context. The
scientific environment often imposes boundaries when it comes to changing tried and tested
teaching approaches. Therefore, TEFSI worked on an easy way to implement innovative
teaching of which the results will be presented here.
The aim is to compile and present the innovative teaching materials from the training courses
held within the TEFSI project. Within the framework of the project, 5 training sessions took
place, including 4 physical, and one organized virtually, due to the covid-19-pandemic:
▪

Copenhagen (Denmark), 10th – 12th April 2019

▪

Zagreb (Croatia), 2nd – 4th October 2019

▪

Kaunas (Lithuania), 4th – 6th November 2019

▪

Prague (Czech Republic), 19th – 21st February 2020

▪

Warsaw (Poland), 7th – 8th July 2021 [virtual training]

First international training in Copenhagen was organized for lecturers from all TEFSI
universities. On the basis of impressions and experience from this first joint training, at which
different teaching materials, concepts and approaches were presented, the TEFSI consortium
took decisions on which focal points were to be put or further elaborated in other trainings, to
best benefit local lecturers at UNIZG (Zagreb), VMU (Kaunas), Charles University (Prague)
and Warsaw University of Life Sciences (Poland). In addition, some other relevant materials
were developed, to match expectations and needs of the local lecturers at the above listed
training hosting universities. Outputs and presentations that were held during TEFSI training
sessions can be found on the TEFSI homepage in the Outputs section. Furthermore, in the
Appendix of this document all presentations are collected, together with the agendas of the
trainings held within the frame of TEFSI.
But what is actually meant by innovative teaching methods?
In the understanding of the TEFSI project, innovation consists of designing and orienting
teaching in such a way that the learning objective of the respective course can best be achieved
by the students. This means that there is no one innovative teaching method, but that it is
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important to combine methods in a meaningful way with the learning objective in order to
achieve the best possible learning outcome. This therefore also requires a different planning of
the course: in the planning phase the question of the most suitable methods must always be
asked.
At the same time, this approach also offers freedom: it is possible to rethink parts of a course
and to test methods in order to experience their effect and to adapt them if necessary. The
methods presented are not set in stone, they can and should be adapted to the respective needs.
With a total of 17 methods and tools, ideas are presented on how teaching units can be changed
and made more innovative. In addition, there are four concrete examples on the topic of
sustainability in teaching. In the following table, the methods and materials are presented
according to content.
TABLE 1: METHODS & MATERIALS
Content

Method/Material

Planning
Approaches

ABC-Method
Framing Teaching

Leading
Group
Dialogue

Fishbowl
Worldcafé
TCI

Interactive &
Creative
Methods
ActionLearning
Approaches

Creative Process
Teaching
Design Thinking
Flipped Classroom
Ecotrophelia
Learning through
Experience: FieldTrip Cases
TERROIR

Feedback
Methods

Belbin Roles
Peer Feedback

Sustainability
in Practice

Sustainable Diets
Fishing Game
MAESTRO
Think!Workshop

Short Description
The core of a lesson has to be set before its actual teaching: it is the
planning of teaching units. While distributing the content mindfully is
important, the here presented methods give impulses for creating
innovative teaching units.
Even if discussions are welcome at university, big lectures or large
seminar groups often portray difficulties when it comes to really
integrating them. Alternative methods can help to break structures
down.
Using interactive and creative methods within the frame of a teaching
unit can help students to take up new perspectives even on common
topics. Students are invited to source from their own knowledge and
experiences.
Action-learning approaches put the “real case” in the center and
student develop competences (skills and knowledge) thought the
experience. It is a transformative approach that change the students’
(from passive to active) and the teachers’ (from frontal lecture to
factilator) roles.
Since students are supposed to learn and improve themselves with
every task they get in class, giving them feedback is essential. In this
section the conventional way of feedback is challenged and new ideas
are presented on how to give relevant feedback in class.
Methods illustrated in this section display examples of how to transfer
the teaching of sustainability into practice using innovative methods.
They either cover one or few teaching units, or can be designed to
cover a whole course unit for one semester.
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Here you can check which of the methods were presented in which of the TEFSI trainings:
TABLE 2: METHODS PRESENTED AT THE TEFSI TRAININGS.
Method

ABC Learning Design
Fishbowl in Teaching
World Café in Teaching
Theme Centered Interaction
Creative Process Teaching for Creative
Problem Solving

Output O2
UCPH
(Copenhagen)
+
+

Training
output O3
UNIZG
VMU
CUNI
(Zagreb) (Kaunas) (Prague)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

WULS
(Warsaw
+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

Lateral Thinking: 6 Hats
Synectics
Design Thinking
Flipped Classroom
Ecotrophelia
Learning Through Experience. An ActionBased Approach: Field-Trip Cases

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

Terroir
Belbin Roles
Feedback & Peer-Feedback
Sustainable Diet Approach: National Dish
MAESTRO. A Professional Work-Life
Simulation for Students

+

+
+
+

+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

Framing Teaching
Digital Storytelling with iMovie
Online Platforms & e-Learning at CUNI
Practical Use of Online Platforms at CUNI
Innovative Teaching – Experience from EPOS
and SUSPLUS Projects

+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

+

+

2. Methods & Materials
In the following section all methods and materials gathered by TEFSI partners will be
presented, indicating which partner worked with which method. A short description of each
method can be found, as well as sources and literature for further reading. They are structured
according to Table 1 (see above), so that it starts with planning methods and ends with those
for feedback. Where available, links to further explanations and materials will be given. Some
of the links lead to content on the TEFSI website, while others to those of third-parties.
8
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2.1.

Planning Approaches

A successful study course needs to be well-planned as different approaches lead to different
outcomes in knowledge transfer to students. Therefore, investing some time on the issue pays
off. Pieters et al. (2019) emphasize on the importance of involving teaching staff in the
development of curricula as they are the direct link between students and the teaching content.
However, the majority of staff at universities is often involved in other activities next to the
teaching itself such as research, which may cause some difficulties when it comes to planning
lessons. Some hand-on methods on how to proceed will be given here. General guidelines for
how to plan a lesson include learning objectives, learning activities and an assessment of the
outcome. Ambrose et al. (2010) give an overview of some basic principles based on scientific
findings. They consider external factors such as prior student knowledge, motivation, etc. and
focus strongly on viewing the process from a student’s perspective. While the planning methods
that are featured in this project have the student’s perspective in mind as well, they also put the
lecturer into the center of action. This is done by focusing on innovative tools that the lecturer
can choose from. Attention shall also be drawn to the importance of pre-planning conditions.
In order to plan the best lesson, it can be a crucial step to first have a look at all possibilities,
creating more options to chose from. This chapter presents Dr. Clive Young’s ABC method,
and framing teaching. Frameworking teaching draws attention to certain principles that show
how current course designs might be in need for an update. With ABC a course can be designed
using time pressure and methodology in order to tackle issues causing a lack of course redesign.
In the end, planning lessons can be an opportunity for both, students and lecturers, to learn
from.
2.1.1. ABC-Method
As a quality check for teaching units, the ABC model aims to answer the question of how to
design a curriculum. It starts with elements of teaching, that is, the proportion of time allocated
to acquisition, investigation, collaboration, production, discussion and practise and only then
goes on with content. Overall, the method structures how to design a course and considers
questions that go beyond the course’s content itself, therefore giving impulses to be more
student focused. A variety of tools are used in order to bring together a team of lecturers
designing their new course.
9
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A structured approach to undergo the creation of a module.

When to use it?
When a new course shall be set up or when an existing course shall be revised.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

They should consist of similar teaching backgrounds so that they know the general necesseties
for the teaching unit to be planned. Then the first step is to tweet the new module, meaning to
give a tweet size description of it, and to draw learning graphs that point to the extent of criteria,
such as acquisition or discussion.
More about the ABC Method…
ABC Learning Design method by Clive Young and Natasa Perovic, UCL. (2015).
Laurillard, D. (2012). Teaching as a Design Science. Building pedagogical patterns for
learning and technology. New York: Routledge.
May, M. et al. A pedagogical design pattern framework –for sharing experiences and
enhancing communities of practice within online and blended learning. Læring & Medier
(LOM) – nr.16 -201
Perovic, N. (2018). ABC LD – the next steps. London, GB: University College London.

May et al. (2016) give an overview of how design patterns originated from architechture and
how they now can be used in university teaching. Therefore, the next step is to form a
pedagogical design pattern with time being a selection criteria using ABC activity cards.
Turning the cards around, shows a list of specific learning activities that should be selected
followingly. The previous learning graph will be revised according to the new findings and
therefrom an overall action plan can be drawn. Further instructions and examples can be found
on the TEFSI homepage. It covers a presentation of an ABC workshop developed by the
University of Copenhagen, and provides an ABC-Storyboard, ABC-Learning-types-activities,
ABC-Learning-cards and an ABC-LD-Action-plan.
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2.1.2. Framing Teaching

A method that enables to consider new perspectives and ideas in teaching.
When to use it?
When a new course shall be set up or when an existing course shall be revised.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

Frameworking teaching is layering up teaching into elements that influence a modern lesson.
Center point of teaching is the content, but different layers of environment, intrinsic factors and
today’s demands and options are to be taken into account as well. Therefore, the overall
perspective on the lesson’s output becomes a different one when framing teaching. Students
gain the opportunity to better connect to a lesson and what it is about. Layers that can be
considered within the frame of teaching, apart from content itself, are learning outcomes,
physical and learning environment, student motivation, and 21st century skills such as
digitalization. An evaluation of lessons together with studens is crucial to a successful outcome
of this as well as of any other approach.
More about Framing Teaching…
Danielson, C. (2007). Enhancing professional practice: A framework for teaching, 2nd
edition. ASCD Premium Member Book.

2.2.

Leading Group Dialogue

Discussions help students to develop a set of skills and confidence (Johnson 2011). Moreover,
content is more likely to be understood which is why discussions can become a great
opportunity when integrated in lessons. The situation at university, however, is a little bit
different from that of school classrooms. The amount of seats at school is limited and likely to
stay on average the same as in the years before. In contrast to that university classrooms may
be crowded with students and numbers are incoherent over time. Tait (2011) points out that
instructors tend to skip building interaction during class as they rather rely on lectures and up
following Q & A sessions. There is a reason behind the reserved use of interactive discussions
in class: Having large groups often makes it difficult to integrate everyone. A big classroom
11
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consists of extroverted students who willingly offer their opinions and introverted ones who
might have great ideas as well but who tend not to share them in large groups. Teachers can
help in regulating and stimulating a discussion (Neil 2013), however, upholding a dynamic
discussion within a large group often is exhausting even for skilled instructors. Nevertheless, a
large group dialogue offers a broad variety of opinions and thoughts and is worth to be given a
try at universities. In order for it to work better, it may help to break down the complexity of
the big group for a full potential discussion (Alcaide 2015). One way is to name questions first
and then to give some thinking time to students before collecting answers. However, there are
also innovative methods that help stimulating discussions. The fishbowl method and the
worldcafé are both alternatives that break big groups into smaller units with the aim of uniting
the outcomes at the end so that the whole group can benefit from it in the end. They mean to
facilitate an integration of discussion activities for instructurs.
2.2.1. Fishbowl
Fishbowl refers to a format for discussions. Fishbowl discussions are an opportunity to
exchange perspectives between peers or a conversational approach to discussing issues within
larger group settings. The method is named “fishbowl” because the group is divided into two
sections: the discussion group is in the center of the room while the observers stand on the
perimeter of the circle and look in from the outside. Different studies have been conducted that
look into fishbowl outcomes for students, such as speaking ability and critical thinking (Effendi
2018, Ermiwin 2019, de Sam Lazaro and Riley 2019). Therefore, it is a way to help integrate
more space for discussions in higher education settings.
There are two main variations of the fishbowl discussion format, whereby either a division of
the participants into two groups takes place - one actively engaging in the conversation and one
actively listening, or integrating all course participants into the discussion. In both variations
the facilitator arranges one chair circle for 3 to 6 people (or more depending on group size and
topic) and an outer circle (standing) for the rest of the participants.
The instructor explains the rules, functioning as moderator before and after the discussion and
plays a role as observer as well. The format requires no media and could even take place without
chairs, if participants sit on the floor or ground.
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attentive observers.
When to use it?
Can be used with larger groups to distribute an active task to everyone during a
discussion.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?
A discussion approach with a focus on a small discussion group that is surrounded by

In variation 1 the inner (seated) circle discuss a certain topic engaging in the conservation as
well as listening to each other. Instead of letting the outer circle only listen, it helps to give out
specific tasks, including taking notes. The fishbowl discussion format it is not about one group
being active while all the other participants are inactive. Rather the non-discussing group needs
to pay attention to certain aspects of their peers’ discussion and take notes. Therefore, observers
evaluate discussed content and on-going communication activities that help or hinder
discussion (Smart and Featheringham 2006).
In variation 2 the same setting is needed but participants from the outer circle can join the inner
circle at any time or after a certain period of time. A new member can enter the discussion- by
joining the cirle. This can be done by a hand signal directed to the faciliator or tapping a person
in the inner circle on their shoulder or taking a free seat if available. When a member of the
discussing inner circle is tapped on the shoulder, they give their seat to the new member and
join the observers in the outer circle. This variation provides a lively discussion with a dynamic
flow of ideas in which all participants can contribute to.
More about Fishbowl Discussion…
Variation 1:
University of Illinois Springfield. Fishbowl: https://www.uis.edu/ion/resources/instructionalactivities-index/fishbowl/
Variation 2:
Unicef. Fishbowl: https://www.unicef.org/knowledgeexchange/files/Fishbowl_production.pdf
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2.2.2. World Café

What is it?

everyone the possibility to express their own ideas.
When to use it?
Suitable for planning (group work, research), sharing experience or project results,

QUICK OVERVIEW

A method for managing large group discussions in a café-like environment to give

providing feedback on course/training, etc.

Within big classrooms it is sometimes difficult to have one big discussion round without losing
the majority of the students for the discussion. Knauf (2011) points out that there exist
moderation tools and forms which might be interesting to higher education settings because
they can be used during big and mass events. One way to have a large group dialogue is the
World Café method. It is themed after the principles of a café in order to create a relaxed
atmosphere that benefits vivid discussions. Tables should be modified for small groups of up
to five participants at a table. A host helps to lead through the whole discussion process and
reminds participants when it is time to move on to the next table. Discussion topics can be
elaborated on or focus on one specific point referring to the tables. Each round is therefore
prefaced with a specific question (The World Café 2020). Ideas, findings, theories or even any
vague input can and shall be noted down on a big paper on the table and may serve as inspiration
source for the next visitors of the table. Finally, after all tables have been visited and all
questions discussed, small groups present their results to all participants.
The specific café-like atmosphere helps in breaking down barriers between students and
facilitate communication between individuals that might otherwise be hesitant in working
together. Additionally, it is a concept that opens up space for innovative ideas. At the Charles
University in Prague, for instance, staff adjusted the World Café method by transforming it into
an online version. Instead of gathering answers first on paper sheets, participants had access to
the online platform Moodle and could directly write down their ideas there. This also saved the
answers for the organisers without the need of re-writing them from the large sheets of paper
that are usually used in a World Café settings. This modification was useful in the TEFSI
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workshop, but might nevertheless not work in other situations. It is always up to the educator
to think ahead how a certain method could be modified so that it fits the purpose best.

More about the World Café…
The World Café. Key concepts and resources. http://www.theworldcafe.com/keyconcepts-resources/world-cafe-method/
UNICEF (2015) World Café - Dynamic iteration on key discussion questions.
https://www.unicef.org/knowledge-exchange/files/World_Cafe_production.pdf
Wageningen Centre for Development Innovation, Wageningen University &
Research: http://www.mspguide.org/tool/world-cafe

2.2.3. Theme Centered Interaction
Theme centered interaction (TCI) is an approach that indirectly can lead to better group
dialogue as it is a method for group leading in general. By asking certain questions regarding
four factors that influence group work, consisting of self-centered questions, team-specific
points, topic-related issues and the framework, more awareness is created. In TCI-terminology
these four factors are also referred to as the I, the we, the it and the globe. Each element can
be answered more in detail as they are narrowed down to specific questions for one of the four
factors.
What is it?

environment.
When to use it?
To help to get to a deeper level of communication that eventually helps the working

QUICK OVERVIEW

An approach to manage groups by focusing on oneself, the group and the teaching

process.

It is meant to be a participatory approach and can be used to plan lessons or to reflect on them.
Therefore, it supports joint societal research between teachers and students, e.g. regarding
sustainable development goals.
15
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More about TCI…
Ruth Cohn Institute website: www.ruth-cohn-institute.org
Meyerhuber, S., Reiser, H. and Scharer, M. (n.d). Theme-centered interaction (TCI)
in higher education. A didactic approach for sustainable and living learning.
Springer.
Schneider-Landolf, M., Spielmann, J. and Zitterbarth, W. (n.d.) Handbook of themecentered interaction (TCI).

2.3.

Interactive & Creative Methods

That telling is not teaching, and listening is not learning most people have come to understand
by now. For this reason standard lessons might do good in trying out new methods. Interactive
education and creative approaches can help to losen up an educational unit. Creativity is not an
attribute entirely prescribed to the field of arts, but instead has a large potential to find its way
into problem solving for scientific questions. Deckert (2017), for instance, is promoting creative
problem solving in engeneering education as it helps to overcome human bias. Creating a
creative environment opens the possibility for new perspectives and outcomes, and an
interactive component brings students from listening to thinking or speaking. Both help to gain
a deeper understanding of the content and can easily be integrated in a teaching unit. Hake
(1998) compared traditional teaching with interactive elements applied in physics courses and
came to the conclusion of interactive methods being significantly higher in teaching
effectiveness.
To clarify what interactivity within the frame of teaching is, the following definition can be
given: Interactive teaching and learning leave space for self-experience and knowledge to be
part of the process while giving a frame to form new learning experiences (International Bureau
of Education n.d.). In the following some tools and methods will be introduced that bring
interactivity and creativity into classrooms. It includes de Bono’s 6 Hats featuring lateral
thinking, as well as Synectics and SynNovation. These are subcategories of a creative process
approach in class. Most of the presented methods rely on students’ ability to verbalise their
thoughts and give their own opinions. Integrating tools like these on a more regular basis may
16
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help in a higher student engagement in these kind of activities. Moreover, the flipped classroom
will be presented as well. It is an approach that integrates interactivity and turns around the
typical idea and concept of a lecture. In the end, interactivity and creativity are tools that have
to be trained within the frame of scientific learning and working.
2.3.1. Creative Process Teaching
Creativity or creative ability is a skill that can be learned through instruction and it is a skill that
can be usefully employed in problem solving or solution finding. Sustainable development has
a lot of those: problems needing solving, challenges needing new approaches and solutions to
be developed. Creative process teaching means creativity is not regaled to how to come up with
an idea but to understand the process that involves creative thinking, developing, refining and
risking. Creative process teaching encourages to build connections between creativity and
science, especially when it comes to solving problems. The University of Applied Sciences
Münster presents their vision of how to integrate this sort of teaching in the TEFSI project. A
factsheet can also be found in the annex. Additionally, three concrete methods will be presented
more in depth below.
a) 6 Hats

A method that supports lateral thinking.
When to use it?
To come up with a variety of opinions, ideas, etc. regarding a specific problem.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

Thinking is part of human’s basic abilities, but tends to be surrounded by various obstackles
that hinder good thinking (Setyaningtyas and Radia 2019). One of the biggest problems is to
get rid of confusion, fear, or an overwhelming rush of thinking of too many things at the same
time. Edward de Bono’s technique is a concept that leads to lateral thinking, the term of which
he actually is the originator of. He saw the new for new thinking and found simple and practicle
ways how to do it. Nowadays, his concepts are part of businesses, schools and other education
systems (de Bono n.d.). The 6 hats method is one of those. Its name derives from the idea of
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six different coloured hats that each stand for another focus under which the problem shall be
seen through.
Having the image of an acutal item such as a hat with a specific colour helps to get into the
concept of being able to switch between viewpoints. Exemplary, a blue hat stands for processthinking and aims to answer questions around planning and organisation of the cause. A yellow
hat asks what benefits and opportunities the issue brings, whereas a red hat is concearned with
feelings, emotions and instinctive reactions. Pure facts shall be analysed when wearing the
white hat, and creativity comes to the table with a green hat. Finally, a black hat draws
attention to where caution and critical judgment is necessary. In the end, the six hats method
helps to separate elements of thinking. Some further insight can be found in the context of
creative process teaching in a presentation by the FH Münster University of Applied Sciences
as well as on the de Bono Group website.
More about Six Hats…
De Bono Thinking Systems (n.d.) SixThinkingHats®
(Accessed at: http://www.debonothinkingsystems.com/tools/6hats.htm)
De Bono Group, The (n.d.)Six Thinking Hats.The de Bono Group, LLC
(Accessed at: http://www.debonogroup.com/six_thinking_hats.php)
Setyaningtyas, E. W. and Radia, E. H. (2019). Six thinking hats method fo developing
critical thinking skills. Journal of Educatonal Science and Technology, 5(1), 82-91.

b) Synectics & SynNovation

Approaches on how to come to innovations and innovative ideas.
When to use it?
For existing problems of many different froms.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

Synectics is an idea to come to innovation based on three steps. It consists of creative thinking,
creative action and creative behaviour and was developed by Vincent Nolan based on scientific
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work. The underlying mindset is that becoming creative is a process and can become a habit.
Planning the creative process can help to facilitate a successful outcome of creative solution
work. Therefore, facilitators consider relevant questions beforehand and guide through the
steps. The problem should be clear and communicated to the problem-solvers during the
brainstorming session. Any other method valid for new idea creation is welcome during the
creative action and the moderator makes sure to keep everyone open-minded.
Based on the approach of Synectics, SynNovation encourages positive behaviour during
innovative processes. “The power of the approach is that it simultaneously addresses creativity,
novel strategies, behavioural and people issues, and practical implementation to deliver
focussed innovation.” (synnovation website) Both approaches give practical advice on how to
implement creative discussions within student groups or in other settings.
More about Synectics…
Synectics homepage: https://synecticsworld.com/
Nolan V (2010) Synectics as a Creative Problem Solving (CPS) System. Pp 12-15, and
What is Synectics? Pp 10-11 In: Imagine That! Celebrating 50 years of Synectics. Eds:
Vincent Nolan & Connie Williams, Synecticsworld®Inc ISBN 978-0-615-41377-8
More about SynNovation…
SynNovation homepage: http://www.synnovation.co.za/
Prekel T & Sobey L-M (2012) Sowing seeds for innovation at universities. Management
Today Vol 30 No 8 pp 79-85

2.3.2. Design Thinking
The approach of design thinking derives originally from the art and science of designing
something. It is a human-centered method to get from problems to solutions and can be seen as
a non-linear process with itself repeating steps on the way. As a process it can be divided into
the five stages according to the Hassno-Plattner Institute of Desing at Standford (d.school):
Empathize, Define (the problem), Ideate, Prototype and Test.
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What is it?

When to use it?
When a new course shall be set up or when an existing course shall be revised.
Furthermore it can also be adapted in regular lessons to invite students to think

QUICK OVERVIEW

Rather than a method it is an ideaology that helps to set up a creative environment .

creatively.

Underlying the design thinking approach is a need for new patterns of thinking, since ingrained
patterns of thinking cause their own problems while searching for problem solutions: The same
patterns lead to the same outcomes even though there might be a range of other possibilities
that potentially are even better, more economical, etc.
Design thinking invites users to escape ordinary ways of thinking and instead encourages
creative thinking, embedded in a guided process. Implementing Design Thinking into a course
leads to experiential classes with a multidisciplinary approach. By using their creativity and by
thinking outside the proverbial box, the students gain ideas around an addressed problem
together as a team. To facilitate the innovative process, external factors, such as a spacious
room to freely move in or access to adequate materials can make the difference.
Moreover, a brief summary can be found on the TEFSI homepage in the context of creative
process teaching in a presentation by the FH Münster University of Applied Sciences.
More about Design Thinking…
Guido Stompff (2016) Speed up Innovation with Design Thinking. TEDx Speech
Venlo, The Netherlands, available on Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBxZC9I6xyk
Scheer A., Noweski C., Meinel C. (2012). Transforming Constructivist Learning into
Action: Design Thinking in Education. Design and Technology Education: An
International Journal 17(3): 8-19.
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2.3.3. Flipped Classroom
Turning orthodox teaching constellations around, a flipped classroom invites students to
prepare themselves with given material before the lesson. Hence, each student can work in an
own pace and come to class with questions that may have arised. Therefore, the teacher becomes
more of an assistant and can help with specific demands.

A reverse approach of homework: students shall prepare material before the lesson.
When to use it?
When a class depends on a large share of (reading) material or practical exercises.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

It is a method that is also suitable for a class of 100 students, however, out of experience it may
be helpful to inform students beforehand that things in class will be different than usual classes
where lectures are given first. This prepares them and prevents students to skip class as these
are not mandatory in most universities. To support this method quizzes can be integrated and
be part of topics for discussions in class in order to deal with material students prepared at
home.

More about Flipped Classrooms…
Karabulut-Ilgu, A., Jaramillo Cherrez, N. and Jahren, C. T. (2018). A systematic review
of research on the flipped learning method in engineering education. British Journal
of Educational Technology 49 (3), 398-411.
Trach, E. (2020). A beginners guide to flipped classroom. Schoology exchange,
January 01, 2020. Accessible under: https://www.schoology.com/blog/flippedclassroom
Youtube. Sprouts: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdKzSq_t8k8
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2.4.

Action Learning Approaches

The next subchapter presents learning approaches that contain an active part for students. In
their book Action Learning and Action Research, Zuber-Skerritt and Wood (2019) describe
action learning as “learning from and through action, concrete experience, and through
reflecting on this experience and taking action as a result of this learning” (p. 33). Not only do
students discuss the content but here they have to become active themselves and develop, taste,
try, walk and talk outside of their usual boundaries. Content to be taught can be brought to the
student outside of classrooms as it is the case with field trips for instance. They can be used
effectively in teaching and raising students’ interest and awareness for the topic. Field trips at
UNISG are learning tools that give students unique access to knowledge & skills about the
world’s gastronomic cultures. The focal points during these travels revolve around comparisons
between opposites: of scale and geography and of production. TERROIR can be integrated into
field trips and transform them into a research field for students. However, action learning can
also take place in familiar environments: Ecotrophelia is a real food challenge where students
of nutritional sciences can take part and become engaged with tasks they may encounter later
in work life.
2.4.1. ECOTROPHELIA

A competition in developing food innovation.
When to use it?
In practical classes of food innovation to illustrate all the aspects that have to be
considered in product development.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

ECOTROPHELIA is a competition that challenges student teams to develop a food innovation
considering further aspects such as ecology. It aims to engage students in the full development
process of an innovation, including the marketing part for instance. As it is an official
competition real prizes can be won. Each student team represents an educational institution and
the food eco-innovation competition is divided into two phases: ECOTROPHELIA France
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takes place on national level, while ECOTROPHELIA Europe includes a competition between
Member State participants. Many partners of the agri-food sector who are equally interested in
develpments of new food products bearing in mind sustainable aspects support
ECOTROPHELIA. It was furthermore hosted by one of the most important trade fairs for the
sector: the Anuga in Cologne, Germany (FMCG 2013).
For students it may be a great challenge as they will have to present their invented products in
front of a jury in a professional setting. Therefore, lecturers can support them as mentors during
their way to the final developed product. Ultimately the process aims to promote
entrepreneurship and innovation among European students. As ECOTROPHELIA is the goal,
it supports a culture of curriculum innovation and project-based learning. The concept of a reallife challenge may give students a whole different motivation than ordinary tasks have
(Aurignac et al. 2018). As the competition started in France, ISARA-Lyon tells about an
ECOTROPHELIA experience with their students.
More about ECOTROPHELIA…
ECOTROPHELIA website: https://ecotrophelia.org/

2.4.2. Learning through Experience: Field-Trip Cases

Learning outside of the classroom, visiting production sites, etc.
When to use it?
To demonstrate practical experience and to raise students’ awareness for the topic.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

One common learning goal for field trips is for students to familiarize with companies and their
working conditions as during the study period this sort of contact is often missing. However,
study trips can even go beyond that when implemented accordingly. For instance, setting
different focal points regarding core skills for students to be developed helps to actually transfer
them successfully.The structure of thematic field trips is set into three phases which include a
preparation session before, and an evaluation session after the experimental learning
experience. Therefore, using field trips on a more regular basis can indorse observation,
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dialogue, reflection, participation and visioning skills. A presentation of how field trips are
integrated in the University of Gastronomic Sciences in Pollenzo, Italy can be found on the
TEFSI homepage and a decription is given in the TEFSI handbook on page 22 to 24.
More about Field Trips…
Lieblein, G., Ostergaard, E. and Francis, C. 2004. Becoming an agroecologist
through action education. International Journal of Agricultural Sustainability, 2(3),
147-153.
Migliorini, P. and Lieblein, G. 2016. Facilitating transformation and competence
development in sustainable agriculture university education: an experiental and
action oriented approach. Sustainability, 8(12), 1243, 1-15. https://doiorg.unisg.clas.cineca.it/10.3390/su8121243
Pedler, M. and Abbott, C. 2013. Facilitation action learning: a practitioner’s guide.
Maidenhead: McGraw-Hill Education.

2.4.3. TERROIR

A survey task that can be given to students during an excursion.
When to use it?
To familiarise students with a topic using an interactive approach.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

TERROIR is a method that is being used during an excursion or alike. Students familiarize
themselves with the topics to be treated by making their own survey during the trip. The
method’s name derives from the geographical specification Terroir for French products as it is
the task that students at ISARA receive during their studies. Terroir products are produced in a
special geographical area and connected to local culture and tradition which is based on a
collective know-how.
The method itself is a combination of secondary research and field studies for the students and
therefore aims to engage them more in the topic. Students work in groups and receive one topic
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to work on. They should have a car in order to be mobile and to take out the interviews and
meetings that are specific to their topic. Furthermore, there are also common visits with the
whole group. A more detailed description of how ISARA-Lyon implements TERROIR in their
curriculum can be found on the TEFSI homepage.

2.5.

Feedback Methods

Belbin’s roles instead describe roles of team members and thereby can improve team work
during class. It can give orientation before the teamwork itself starts. It may come a bit
surprising to find Belbin’s team roles in the section of feedback methods as it is, per se, not a
feedback method. However, giving students access to their role in group works and making
them understand team members’ roles is providing them with a form of feedback, which is why
it is put into this section.
2.5.1. Belbin Roles

A role description of different team roles with certain attributes and behaviour
patterns.
When to use it?
Can aid in teamwork settings, especially for larger projects.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

According to Belbin (n.d.) nine clusters of behaviour summarise the behaviour of team
members in a team constellation. A diverse mix of all team roles lead to better performances of
the team’s output: The nine roles consist of a resource investigator, a teamworker, a coordinator, a plant, a monitor evaluator, a specialist, a shaper, an implementer and a completer
finisher. Not all teams have to consist of nine persons in order to meet all roles but instead one
person can take on two or three roles at the same time. Furthermore, it is likely that roles change
over time during the teamwork. A test exists that helps to understand which role(s) one is
portraying the most.
As teamwork is one of the key softskills of a successful working environment, it is often
integrated in study programs. In order to facilitate teamwork it is advisable to make it more
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understandable. Since Belbin researched different team constellations and found out a variety
of roles that seem to be common, this knowledge can be made use of. Smith and Yates (2011)
investigated the team role theory in higher education. Within their study they were aiming to
find out whether knowledge of team roles might help the outcome of academic work groups
and the development of soft skills. Results indicated a positive effect of team role knowledge
for group work. Making students understand their role in a team, helps them to understand the
way they work themselves and how others work. This can eventually aid in the group
constellation itself. An introduction into group work processes and Belbin roles from University
Zagreb can be found among TEFSI training material on the homepage. Moreover, the
University of Copenhagen gathered Belbin’s team role descriptions in a nutshell and a
descriptive overview of all roles which can be found by visiting the training material website
and clicking on ‘Framing-teaching-Belbin-roles-chart’ under the ‘Framework of teaching’ unit.
More about Belbin’s Roles…
Belbin Associates (n.d.). The nine Belbin team roles. United Kingdom: Cambridge.
https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/
Smith, G. and Yates, P. (2011). Team role theory in higher education. Training
Journal March 2011. https://www.belbin.com/media/1819/tj-article-team-roletheory-in-higher-education.pdf

2.5.2. Peer Feedback

Reflection and feedback undergone by peers.
When to use it?
As an inter-step before grading or where grading is not necessary, but feedback
valuable.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

Good feedback can give value for the student that is being critisised. However, the task of giving
feedback does not always have to be the one of teachers. Instead, it can be useful for peers to
learn how to give feedback to their peers. To implement this method successfully, setting a
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focus on different criteria can be helpful. The idea is to guide peers through the process of
giving and receiving constructive feedback. Exemplary rubrics for peer feedback can be found
in the presentation of the University of Copenhagen on the TEFSI website. It involves planning
of the feedback session and informs on some challenges that may be encountered when peers
evaluate peers.

More about Peer Feedback…
EU-research project: https://assistme.ku.dk/
Jan Halborg. (n.d.). Active Learning: Tools and Tips, Peer instruction, flipped
Classroom, student response systems: https://sites.google.com/site/jhdou363/
University of Edinburghs "Enhancing Feed-back” website:
http://www.enhancingfeedback.ed.ac.uk/
UNSW Sydney, Assessment and feedback:
https://teaching.unsw.edu.au/assessment

2.6.

Sustainability in Practice

Within the frame of the TEFSI project, facilitation the actual teaching of sustainability was one
of the aims. Therefore, this chapter will present four approaches on how to teach sustainability
in practice.
2.6.1. Sustainable Diet
The Sustainable Diet course is part of the curriculum for international master programmes at
the faculty of agriculture from the University of Kassel. It is set for eight hours per week over
nine weeks per semester. The idea of the course is to allow for a concrete and personal entry
point for each students. This will be done by taking a “national dish” as a binding element for
all course topics. Each student chooses a traditional national dish that will be optimized in terms
of sustainability while keeping its main taste attributes. Therefore, input will be given
accordingly.
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A teaching unit working with cultural backgrounds and dishes creating a connection.
When to use it?
To teach about healthy and nutritious food that is in line with sustainability.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

Course topics comprise nutritional guidelines, dietary conceps like the well-known
Mediteranean diet but also the New Nordic diet, sensory analysis, geographical indications and
terroir, sustainability issues including the Agenda 2030 of the United Nations with its 17
Sustainable Development Goals, traditional knowledge, but also cooking and eating together.
After the course students should be able to describe interactions of diets, sustainability and
human nutrition/health and have learnt to assess the impacts of a dish/meal on sustainability
and nutritional parameters. Furthermore, they should develop a conceptual understanding of
how nutrition, culture and sustainability are linked. The lectures are designed with a mix of
different methods, most of them from the above explained methods pool, that have been adapted
to the needs of the course in order to achieve the learning objectives in the best possible way.
The practical and personal approach helps to catch students’ interest and involves them in class
activities over time. The project is accompanied by a written assignment and a presentation of
the project’s outcome at the end. By inviting external partners, students are invited to question
their understanding of sustainability from different viewpoints. A second task consists of a mini
presentation of a dish which may be prepared together at the end of the course in the cooking
lab. The choice is undergone by a voting of all students of the course. At the end a sustainable
cookbook will be created covering all the optimised national dishes. A revision of the first
Sustainable Diets course can be found on the TEFSI homepage. Furthermore, an example of a
cookbook created from the course can be found there as well.
2.6.2. MAESTRO
MAESTRO is a programme that gives students access to working with real-life sustainability
problems from external clients of the food sector. The outcome should be a benefit to both, the
external partner and the students who learn to manage a project work under supervision and
with the possibility to ask for guidance when needed.
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What is it?

students in the food sector.
When to use it?
In any programme related to food and nutrition with the aim to connect students and

QUICK OVERVIEW

A seven week programme of a collaboration between external project partners and

external partners for real-life problem solving.

As a facilitator the first step is to contact local partners that might be interested in collaborating
for a project. Clear communication regarding what can be achieved during such a project work
helps to work out and meet objectives of both parties at the end. A direct meeting between
partners and students is the start-off to begin the project with the possibility of asking questions
and exchange fist ideas. In total, the programme consists of seven weeks, including data
collection, group work and data analysis. At the end studends write a final report and present
their results within the frame of a 20-minute presentation. Furthermore, clients are part of the
final grading and a peer to peer assessment of how the group work went can be beneficial as
well. More detailed instructions on the MAESTRO approach can be found in a presentation on
the TEFSI homepage.
2.6.3. Fishing Game

What is it?

and the impact on society. The game supports the development of systems thinking.
When to use it?
The game is suitable to introduce participants to the principles of sustainability and
the ‘Tragedy of the Commons’. It has been used with success with university students

QUICK OVERVIEW

A simulation game for participants to learn about the (over)use of natural resources

during summer schools, but could be also part of university courses or workshops.

In order to learn abouth the key link between the use of natural resources and the well-being of
society the fishing game puts students into the perspective of fishers. They have to decide how
much to fish having in mind that there exist natural boundaries and slower regeneration rates.
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The ambivalent goals of profit and sustainable fishing will be well illustrated by this game. It
can be part of a lesson in order to learn the complexity of long-term decisions. Therefore,
reflection is an essential part of the game. Additional information can be found in the TEFSI
handbook on page 18 to 20.
There exist several levels of this game – from the simple “Harvest” game up to a sophisticated
computer-based game called “Fish Banks, Ltd.” The game was taken and slightly adapted from
"The Systems Thinking Playbook for Climate Change: A toolkit for interactive learning" by
authors Linda Booth Sweeney, Dennis Meadows and Gillian Martin Mehers, published in 2011.
The game in this handbook is called "Harvest" and can be found on pages 67 - 75:
http://klimamediathek.de/wp-content/uploads/giz2011-0588en-playbook-climate-change.pdf
A more elaborate version of this game is also available as a a computer-assisted role-playing
game for groups of up to 50 participants under the name "FishBanks, Ltd.". More information:
https://www.systemdynamics.org/fish-banks-game
2.6.4. Think!Workshop

A workshop that invites to imagine the future and to work on related challenges.
When to use it?
To implement a more creative approach.

QUICK OVERVIEW

What is it?

What does our food system look like in a post-fossil world in 2050? This was the original title
of the first Think!Workshop - a 5 CP postgraduate course - at the University of Applied
Sciences in Münster. The course design integrates methods allowing students to fully exercise
thinking creatively and to come to their own solutions. The course was designed and carried
out with the help of an external consultant, a highly-experienced facilitator, enabling the use of
paradigm-breaking techniques. A mix of different disciplines amongst the participants is
favoured as it invites students to meet and take up different viewpoints.The task overall was
geared to develop scenarios of food and nutrition realities in the future by creative means. In
the case of this course, the future was the year 2050 and students were tasked to imagine what
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a world would look like and what kind of development over time would take us there. Therefore,
students worked in small groups, starting with a reflection into the past. Based on their desk
research they explored what the food and nutrition world looked like in 1850, 1900, 1955 and
2018. Then they looked at the contexts of lives in 2050, such as mobility, natural resources, etc.
within the framework of the planetary boundaries (non-transgression scenario), using seed
literature (forecasting studies, etc.). Visualizing their findings on posters, by the method of
collages helped the students to better understand the development of our food system with time.
The course was conducted in five weekend- sessions, integrating a two day- workshop in which
external partners from the food sector were invited as workshop participants. This workshop
design gave the students the opportunity to see the experts’ perspective, and, at the same time
gave the external partners insight into how the students picture the future food system. Next to
the creation of posters and the workshop,the students had the additional task (and benefit) to
learn how to do stop motion videos with the help of the university’s media department. Grading
focused on the research documentation.

2.7.

Other materials and topics shared at the TEFSI trainings

Other materials shared during TEFSI trainings and presented in the Annex (and available on
the TEFSI website) include:
•

Hands-on iPad video workshop: Digital story telling with iMovie, Supplementary youtube video guide, teachingwithipad.org

•

Online platforms & e-learning at CUNI – Zora Mašatová, Charles University Central
Library (Czechia): Presentation

•

Practical use of online platforms at CUNI – Eva Richter, Charles University, Faculty
of Arts (Czechia): Presentation

•

Experience on innovative education from EPOS and SUSPLUS projects: Innovative
education in EPOS & SUSPLUS
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4. Annex
4.1.

Agendas of TEFSI trainings

Agendas of all TEFSI tranings are available on the TEFSI website and below.
4.1.1. Training at the University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Training in Copenhagen - Agenda
4.1.2. Training at the University of Zagreb, Croatia
Training in Zagreb - Agenda
4.1.3. Training at the Vytautas Magnus University, Lithuania
Training in Kaunas - Agenda
4.1.4. Training at the Warsaw University of Life Sciences, Poland
Training in Warsaw - Agenda
4.1.5. Training at the Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Training in Prague - Agenda
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PROGRAMME
TEFSI Capacity Building Course
Copenhagen
April 10-12, 2019

Department of Nutrition, Exercise and Sports, University of Copenhagen
Thorvaldsensvej 40, Frederiksberg C, Denmark
Aud. A2.73-01

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10
REGISTRATION AND WELCOME
Registration
12.00-13.00
Welcome
13.00-13.30
Dominika Średnicka-Tober & Susanne Bügel
SESSION 1: COURSE DESIGN
The ABC-model for course design
13.30-15.00
Katrine Kaas, IT Learning Center, University of Copenhagen
A 90 minutes hands-on workshop, where teachers from the same team create a
visual 'storyboard' of the order and the number of different learning activities
(online and offline) the team wishes to include in the course. The 'Storyboard'
makes it easier for teachers to design course content, and create an overview of
which activities are missing - or if there are too many of them. You will address
questions like 'should there be more online activities?' 'Do we create too little
opportunity for discussion and production?'
Coffee break with cake and fruit
15.00-15.30
SESSION 2: NEW APPROACHES TO TEACHING
15.30-17.00

17.00-17.15
17.15-18.00

Parallel session
Hands-on iPad video workshop
Framework of teaching
Henrik Bregnhøj, Centre for Online and
Lars Klingenberg, University of
Blended Learning, University of
Copenhagen
Copenhagen
Join this intensive hands-on workshop
The content is the most important
and learn how to film and edit your own element of a course. However, the
videos with an ipad! After a few
framework of the courses is important
examples of how videos benefit
for the students learning process. How
students and teachers you will get a
we describe the learning outcome, how
brief introduction to the basic steps of
we design the exams, how we handle
making a successful production, from
group work, how the workflow of the
script to final product. Hereafter you
students is. In this workshop you will be
will venture out in groups of 2 people to presented examples from an
plan and record and edit your own
experimental course where the
video.
framework is vital for the learning.
Break
Hotspots in education
Short 8 min presentations from each partner about hotspots in education in their
institutions. What is the institution and/or department focusing on at the moment.

THURSDAY, APRIL 11
SESSION 3: CASED BASED TEACHING
Examples of case-based learning
9.00-13.00
Preparing and processing field trips
Assistant Professor Paola Migliorini, University of Gastronomic Sciences, Italy
Facilitating transformation and competence development in university education of
Gastronomic Science: an experiential and action oriented approach in Agroecology.
We have developed an action oriented approach in Agroecology. This imply a
change of approach in pedagogy: from teachers and students to facilitators and
learners and from knowledge to skills.
National Dish
Professor Johannes Karl, University of Kassel, Germany
Professor Susanne Bügel, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
The National Dish is a case that allows students an entry point for developing a
personal approach to the sustainability of food systems and diets. The case makes
the students attentive to the values of our everyday meals have in relation to
environment and human health. The National Dish case makes it possible to tune
in on all kinds of indicators related to sustainability, health, food culture.
TERROIR. Interactive market and shop survey on terroir products during excursions
Professor Alexander Wezel, ISARA-Lyon, France
It will be shown how student managed surveys can be used during excursion to
deepen a certain topic and familiarise student more with the topic. Leaning
outcomes include information collection and evaluation before and after the
excursion, establishing a questionnaire, organisation of the survey in including
other students working on other topics, and establish a research process with
definition of research questions and hypothesis, data collection, analysis and
discussion of results.
MAESTRO. Students work for a company client with applications in the food sector
and food systems
Joel Robin, ISARA-Lyon, France
How to couple the autonomy and the creativity of a student group at Master’s level
and the teacher tutoring to answer an order of a company of the food sector?
Discover the role of the teacher coordinating this operation of active pedagogy,
with a feedback on the perception of students and teachers about the strength /
weakness of this professional situation training.
Creative process teaching
Professor Carola Strassner, FA Münster, Germany
Have some fun! Come to creative problem solving approaches and leave analytical
ones aside for this session. Learn about the processes that bring scientific
discoveries into the world and how to nurture creativity in your students.
Creativity is one of the 4C’s skill set together with critical thinking, collaboration
and communication needed for sustainable development and transformation work.
Coffee and tea will be served during the workshop

LUNCH
Lunch
13.00-14.00
SESSION 4: WORKSHOPS
Workshops
14.00-16.00
Work with own courses and share experiences.
Coffee and tea with cake and fruit will be served during the workshop
Presentation and sharing
16.00-17.00
Each group or teacher presents reflections from the workshop. Questions and
discussion.
FRIDAY, APRIL 12
SESSION 5: STUDENT ENGAGED TEACHING ACTIVITIES
Rubric model for peer feedback
8.30-11.30
Christine Holm, Department of Science Education, University of Copenhagen
Jeppe Sand Christensen, IT Learning Center, University of Copenhagen
Why and how to use peer feedback in teaching? There are many benefits from
implementing formative based peer feedback in university teaching. But are the
students capable of giving feedback? The Rubric model focusing on progression can
provide a framework of the feedback and make the assessment criteria more
transparent. New tech solutions can take your feedback even further.
Coffee and tea will be served during the workshop
Closing Session: World Café
11.30-12.15
Susanne Bügel and Lars Klingenberg, University of Copenhagen
Using the collaborative tool World Café we will evaluate, reflect and give ideas to
next teacher training event. (5 tables with 8 persons, 8 min each).
LUNCH
Group photo and Goodbye
12.15-12.30
Lunch and sharing business cards
From 12.30

The participating teachers should in advance bring a course description of a course they would like
to work with during the different sessions. Preferably, two teachers should choose the same
course.
In connection with this course you must describe:
1) What do you expect the student to learn during the course (learning outcome)
2) Which teaching methods do you use currently on the course
3) Do you have any ideas og wishes for new activities that you would like to implement
Remember to bring your own laptop.

Programme of 2nd TEFSI Capacity Building Course in Zagreb on 2nd-4th October 2019
Day 2
Thursday October 3rd

Day 3
Friday October 4th

Travel
(arrival of first TEFSI partners)

Training Session 2 -New ways of teaching (9:00-12:30)
9:00-9:30
Susanne Gjedsted Bügel (UCPH): The ABC model for course design/reflection:
introduction + theory
9:30-10:30
Susanne Gjedsted Bügel (UCPH): The ABC model for course design/reflection:
workshop (participants should bring their own course syllabus)
10:30-11:00 Coffee break
11:00-12:00
Charlotte Georgette Prelorentzos (UNISG): Preparing and processing filed trip
12:00-13:00
Alexander Wezel (ISARA): Terroir
Joel Robin (ISARA): Maestro
Sami Ghnimi (ISARA): Ecotrophelia module

Training Session 4 (9:00-12:30)
9:00-9:30
UCPH: Introduction to the
workshop
9:30-11:00 Workshops
FAZ: Work with own courses,
discussion and sharing the
experience

13:00-14:00 Lunch

12:30-13:30 Lunch

Training Session 1 (13:30-17:00)
13:30-14:00
Dominika Średnicka-Tober (WULS) & Renata Bažok:
Introduction about the project & training
Icebreaker activity (for the participants to get to
know each other)
14:00-14:30
Dominika Średnicka-Tober (WULS): Innovative
education- experience from EPOS and SUSPLUS
projects
14:30-15:00
Carola Strassner (MUAS): Creative process teaching
15:00-15:30 Coffee break
15:30-16:30
Maša Tonković Grabovac (UNIZG): Group work
processes - Belbin roles

Training Session 3 (13:30-17:00)
14:00-14:30
Susanne Gjedsted Bügel (UCPH): Rubric model for peer feedback
- theory
14:30-15:00 Coffee break
15:00-16:00
Susanne Gjedsted Bügel (UCPH):
Rubric model for peer feedback - practice
16:00-17:00
Renata Bažok, Darija Lemić, Mirna Mrkonjić Fuka, Irina Tanuwidjijaja (UNIZG):
Examples and experiences of the UNIZG lecturers who attended UCPH training

13:30-17:00
TEFSI Meeting (TEFSI partners only)

Free (arrival of TEFSI partners)

19:00 Common dinner

Free/Departure

E
v
e
n
i
n
g

Afternoon

Morning

Day 1
Wednesday October 2nd

9:30-11:00
(parallel)
TEFSI Meeting
(TEFSI partners
only)

11:00-11:30 Coffee break
11:30-12:30 Closing session
World Café (reflection)

Institutions: WULS - Warsaw University of Life Sciences; UCPH - University of Copenhagen; MUAS - Münster University of Applied Sciences; UNISG - The University of Gastronomic Sciences; ISARA - France;
UNIZG - University of Zagreb.

3rd TEFSI Capacity building course
Vytautas Magnus University Agriculture Academy, Studentų str. 11,
LT-53361 Akademija, Kauno r.
Central building 5 th flour 520 auditorium
4th-6th November 2019

12.30 – 13.00
13.00 – 13.15
13.15 – 13.30

13.30 – 14.00

14.00 – 15.00

15.00 – 15.30
15.30 – 16.30

9.00 – 9.30
9.30 – 10.00
10.00 – 10.30
10.30 – 11.30

Monday, November 4 th
Registration
Živilė Tarasevičienė (VMU)
Welcome and introduction about training
Dominika Średnicka-Tober (WULS)
Introduction about TEFSI project
Training session 1
Dominika Średnicka-Tober, Renata Kazimierczak (WULS)
Introduction about innovative education experience from EPOS and
SUSPLUS projects
Aurelie Ferrer (ISARA)
Maestro and Terroir
Charlotte Georgette Prelorentzos (UNISG)
Action and Experiential Learning
Coffee break
Market Place (leading by Carola Strassner (MUAS), Charlotte
Georgette Prelorentzos (UNISG), Aurelie Ferrer (ISARA), Susanne
Gjedsted Bügel (UCPH), Dominika Średnicka-Tober (WULS))
Tuesday, November 5 th
Training session 2
Carola Strassner (MUAS)
Creative Problem Solving
Ulrike Eberle (University of Kassel)
Sustainable Diet Approach
Coffee break
Carola Strassner (MUAS)
Fishbowl

11.30 – 12.00
12.00 – 13.00
13.00 – 14.00
14.00 – 14.30
14.30 – 16.00

9.00 – 10.00
10.00 – 10.30

10.30 – 11.00
11.00 – 12.00
12.00 – 12.15

Susanne Gjedsted Bügel (UCPH)
ABC modelling (introduction and theory)
Lunch
Training session 3
Susanne Gjedsted Bügel (UCPH)
ABC modelling (workshop)
Coffee break
Small group discussions and presentations how to implement new
approaches in own course and sharing of experience
Wednesday, 6 th
Training session 4
Susanne Gjedsted Bügel (UCPH)
Feedback and Peer Feedback: theory and practice
Živilė Tarasevičienė, Dovilė Levickienė, Judita Černiauskienė (VMU)
Examples and experiences of the VMU lecturers who attended UCPH
training
Coffee break
Carola Strassner (MUAS)
World Café (theory and practical reflection)
Certificate distribution and final group photo

PROGRAMME
TEFSI Capacity Building Training:
Innovative Teaching in Higher Education
for Sustainable Food Systems
Warsaw University of Life Sciences, Faculty of Human Nutrition,
Warsaw
7th – 8th July 2021

Location: MS Teams

Register here:
TEFSI Training in Warsaw - Registration Form
(link to the meeting will be provided by email after registration)

DAY 1 - WEDNESDAY, 7th July 2021
REGISTRATION AND WELCOME
9:00 – 9:05

On-line warm-up and registration

9:05 – 9:20

Welcome and introduction to the training and TEFSI project
Dominika Średnicka-Tober, Warsaw University of Life Sciences (Poland)

SESSION 1: COURSE DESIGN
9:20 – 11:00

The ABC model for course design: Theory and practice
Susanne Bügel, University of Copenhagen (Denmark)
Introduction to the ABC model and how to use it for own course design. Participants will
create a visual ‘storyboard’ with various learning activities to be included in their course.
The ‘storyboard’ makes it easier for teachers to design course content and to create and
overview of which activities are missing or if there are too many of them.

11:00 – 11:15

Break (TEFSI videos will be projected during the break)

SESSION 2: COURSE DESIGN CONT. & WORLD CAFÉ TOOL
11:15 – 12:00

The ABC model for course design: Theory and practice – cont.

12:00 – 13:00

Online World Café
Charlotte Prelorentzos, UNISG (Italy) & Dominika Średnicka-Tober, Warsaw
University of Life Sciences (Poland)
DAY 2 - THURSDAY 8th July 2021

SESSION 3: CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING, FISHBOWL, NATIONAL DISH, GIVING FEEDBACK
9:00 – 9:30

Creative problem solving
Carola Strassner, Münster University of Applied Sciences (Germany)
Learn about the processes that bring scientific discoveries into the world and how to
nurture creativity in your students. Creativity is one of the 4C’s skill set together with
critical thinking, collaboration and communication needed for sustainable development
and transformational work.

9:30 – 10:00

Fishbowl
Carola Strassner, Münster University of Applied Sciences (Germany)
Learn about the Fishbowl approach to practicing discussion in groups which enhances both
speaking and listening.

10:00 – 10:30

National Dish task as an innovative tool to teach about food system
sustainability
Susanne Bügel, University of Copenhagen (Denmark)
The National Dish is a case-based teaching approach that allows students to develop a
personal attitude to the sustainability of food systems and diets. The approach makes the
students attentive to everyday meals and their link to the environment and human health.
Various indicators relating to sustainability, health, food culture etc. can be included and
discussed.

10:30 – 11:00

Giving feedback to students: Feedback and Peer-feedback
Susanne Bügel, University of Copenhagen (Denmark)
Learn about why and how to give feedback to students to enhance their learning process.
Ideas, resources and examples will be presented.

11:00 – 11:15

Break (TEFSI videos will be projected during the break)

SESSION 4: EXAMPLES OF CASE-BASED TEACHING
11:15 – 11:40

MAESTRO. Students work for a company client with applications in the food
sector and food systems
Mathieu Desole, ISARA-Lyon (France)
Linking theory and practice – discover the role of the higher education teacher
coordinating Master-level students’ internships in partner companies. We will focus on
how to manage the autonomy and the creativity of students while addressing specific
questions of the clients. Strengths and weaknesses of this professional training will be
discussed.

11:40 – 12:05

Action and Experiential Learning Approach
Charlotte Prelorentzos, UNISG (Italy)
Facilitating transformation and competence development in university education of
Gastronomic Science. We have developed an action-oriented approach in Agroecology
which implies a change in approach in pedagogy: from the role of teachers and students to
facilitators and learners and from focusing on knowledge to practicing skills.

12:05 – 12:20

Participants’ discussion: Case-based teaching in own practice
Participants will discuss how they could apply case-based teaching in own courses.

SESSION 5: FINAL SESSION – FOLLOW UP, COMMENTS AND REFLECTIONS
12:20 – 12:35

GOODFOOD project as a continuation of teaching about sustainable food
systems Dominika Średnicka-Tober, Warsaw University of Life Sciences (Poland)

12:35 – 12:50

Comments and reflections of participants

12:50 – 13:00

Wrap up & final word of the coordinator

PLEASE NOTE:
Participants should in advance prepare and bring along to the workshop a description of own course they
would like to work with throughout the training (on DAY 1 to apply the ABC course design). This can be an
existing course they already teach or a course they would like to teach in the future.
The course description should include the following:
1) What do you expect the student to learn during the course (learning outcome)?
2) Which teaching methods do you currently use or plan to use in the course?
3) Do you have any ideas or wishes for new/innovative activities that you would like to implement?

PROGRAMME
TEFSI Capacity Building Training:
Innovative Teaching in Higher Education
for Sustainable Food Systems
Charles University Environment Centre, Prague
19th – 21st February 2020

Hotel Krystal Conference Centre, Charles University
José Martího 2/407, Prague, 165 00, Czech Republic
Room 164

DAY 1 - WEDNESDAY, 19th FEBRUARY
REGISTRATION AND WELCOME
We recommend to attend on this day to understand the broader context of the 3-day training.
12:30 – 13:00

Registration

13:00 – 13:45

Welcome and introduction to the training (incl. Icebreaker activity)
Dana Kapitulčinová, Charles University Environment Centre (Czechia) &
Dominika Średnicka-Tober, Warsaw University of Life Sciences (Poland)

SESSION 1: COURSE DESIGN
Moderator: Dominika Średnicka-Tober, Warsaw University of Life Sciences
13:45 – 15:00

The ABC model for course design: Theory and practice
Susanne Bügel, University of Copenhagen (Denmark)
Introduction to the ABC model and how to use it for own course design.
Participants will create a visual ‘storyboard’ with various learning activities to
be included in their course. The ‘storyboard’ makes it easier for teachers to
design course content and to create and overview of which activities are
missing or if there are too many of them.

15:00 – 15:30

Coffee break with light refreshments

15:30 – 17:00

The ABC model for course design: Practice
Participants will work in groups on their own course design.

PLEASE NOTE:
Participants should in advance prepare and bring along to the workshop a description of own course
they would like to work with throughout the training (mainly on DAY 1 to apply the ABC course
design, but also during some of the following days). This can be an existing course they already teach
or a course they would like to teach in the future.
The course description should include the following:
1) What do you expect the student to learn during the course (learning outcome)?
2) Which teaching methods do you currently use or plan to use in the course?
3) Do you have any ideas or wishes for new/innovative activities that you would like to
implement?

DAY 2 - THURSDAY, 20th FEBRUARY
SESSION 2: NEW WAYS OF TEACHING AND GROUP WORK PROCESSES
Moderator: Alexander Wezel, ISARA-Lyon
08:30 – 09:00

Registration

09:00 – 09:05

Welcome
Introduction to the session by the Moderator

09:05– 09:45

Flipped class room
Susanne Bügel, University of Copenhagen (Denmark)
Learn about both the advantages and possible drawbacks of teaching via
Flipped class room

09:45 – 10:30

Theme-centered interaction (TCI)
Pirjo Schack, Münster University of Applied Sciences (Germany)
Learn about using the TCI method in higher education settings. TCI is a
systematic didactic, ‘living learning’ approach

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee break with light refreshments

11:00 – 11:45

Fishbowl
Carola Strassner, Münster University of Applied Sciences (Germany)
Learn about the Fishbowl approach to practicing discussion in groups which
enhances both speaking and listening

11:45 – 12:45

Small group discussions: Sharing of experience & how to implement new
approaches in own course
Carola Strassner & Pirjo Schack
Participants will discuss in small groups how they could apply the presented
(or other new methods) in their own teaching – what are the challenges and
how to overcome them?

LUNCH
12:45 – 13:45

Lunch
Vegan and gluten-free meals being served

SESSION 3: CASE-BASED TEACHING: EXAMPLES FROM THE TEFSI CONSORTIUM
Moderator: Charlotte Prelorentzos, University of Gastronomic Sciences
13:45 – 13:50

Introduction to the session by the Moderator

13:50 – 15:00

Examples of case-based teaching (25 min each)
Action and Experiential Learning Approach
Paola Migliorini, University of Gastronomic Sciences (Italy)
Facilitating transformation and competence development in university
education of Gastronomic Science. We have developed an action-oriented
approach in Agroecology which implies a change in approach in pedagogy:
from the role of teachers and students to facilitators and learners and from
focusing on knowledge to practicing skills.

TERROIR. Interactive market and shop survey on terroir products during
excursions
Alexander Wezel, ISARA-Lyon (France)
It will be shown how student managed surveys can be used during an
excursion to deepen the understanding of a certain topic. Learning outcomes
include data collection and evaluation before and after the excursion – with a
focus on the entire research process from setting research questions and
hypotheses to discussing the results.
MAESTRO. Students work for a company client with applications in the food
sector and food systems
Joël Robin, ISARA-Lyon (France)
Linking theory and practice – discover the role of the higher education
teacher coordinating Master-level students’ internships in partner companies.
We will focus on how to manage the autonomy and the creativity of students
while addressing specific questions of the clients. Strengths and weaknesses
of this professional training will be discussed.
15:00 – 15:30

Coffee break with light refreshments

15:30 – 16:20

Examples of case-based teaching (Continued)
National Dish
Ulrike Eberle, University of Kassel (Germany)
The National Dish is a case-based teaching approach that allows students to
develop a personal attitude to the sustainability of food systems and diets.
The approach makes the students attentive to everyday meals and their link
to the environment and human health. Various indicators relating to
sustainability, health, food culture etc. can be included and discussed.
Creative problem solving
Carola Strassner, Münster University of Applied Sciences (Germany)
Learn about the processes that bring scientific discoveries into the world and
how to nurture creativity in your students. Creativity is one of the 4C’s skill set
together with critical thinking, collaboration and communication needed for
sustainable development and transformational work.

16:20 – 17:00

Participants’ discussion: Case-based teaching in own practice
Participants will discuss how they could apply case-based teaching in own
courses

COMMON DINNER
Workshop participants and project partners who expressed their interest will meet for a common
dinner in a restaurant in the city centre on Thursday evening. More details via email and/or at the
registration desk.

DAY 3 - FRIDAY, 21st FEBRUARY
SESSION 4: GIVING FEEDBACK AND ONLINE PLATFORMS
Moderator: Jiří Dlouhý, Charles University Environment Centre
Please bring your own laptop or tablet to this session.
08:30 – 09:00

Registration

09:00 – 09:05

Welcome
Introduction to the session by the Moderator

09:05 – 10:00

Giving feedback to students: Feedback and Peer-feedback
Susanne Bügel, University of Copenhagen (Denmark)
Learn about why and how to give feedback to students to enhance their
learning process. Ideas, resources and examples will be presented.

10:00 – 10:30

Online platforms & e-learning at CUNI
Zora Mašatová, Charles University Central Library (Czechia)
Introduction to e-learning resources available to staff and students at Charles
University. Learn how to include online platforms in your courses.

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee break with light refreshments

11:00 – 11:30

Practical use of online platforms at CUNI
Eva Richter, Charles University, Faculty of Arts (Czechia)
Example of how Moodle and other e-learning resources can be used in a
course to enhance student learning and reduce the workload of the teacher.

11:30 – 12:00

Giving feedback by using Moodle: Useful tips & tricks
Eva Richter & Zora Mašatová
Participants will learn about how Moodle can be used to give feedback to
students. This will be an experiential, hands-on session.

12:00 – 12:45

Online World Café
Dana Kapitulčinová & colleagues, Charles University
Reflection on the workshop by using Moodle

LUNCH
12:45 – 13:45

Group photo
Lunch & Goodbye
Vegan and gluten-free meals being served

PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING YOUR OWN LAPTOP OR TABLET TO THE WORKSHOP ON FRIDAY.
Wi-fi connection will be available.

Strategic Partnerships
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4.2.

Feedback of trainings’ participants

Each TEFSI training was evaluated by participants in a World Café workshop (Copenhagen,
Zagreb, Kaunas, Prague) or/and with the use of an on-line survey (Copenhagen, Warsaw).
Feedback of trainings’ participants was very important for the TEFSI consortium. Comments
and suggestions were discussed by the TEFSI partners and were taken into consideration during
planning of the agendas and preparing materials for the following trainings. Thus, organization
of TEFSI trainings was a dynamic process, with lots of improvements implemented on the way.
Moreover, using World Café tool for carrying out ‘feedback sessions’ allowed participants to
get a quainted with this discussion tool, which served as an additional benefit.
Here we present the outcomes of the feedback sessions and on-line evaluation questionnaires.
Evaluation of the TEFSI Training in Copenhagen, Denmark (On-line evaluation
survey and World Café workshop)
Overall course feedback
Overall the participants were very positive about the course. The program, content and learning
material rated high in the predefined questions. This was backed up by both the overall
assessment of the course and several comments in the open questions. Thus, we conclude that
we have managed to create a course where all participants were able to gain knowledge and
some ‘hands on’ experience with the selected topics to an extend where it could be used in the
participants’ own teaching. The ABC-model was repeatedly mentioned as being very useful
and something that could have been spent more time on.

Suggestions for improvement
In addition, the participants gave us some useful suggestions for improvements for future
courses. The four elements highlighted below was mentioned several times in the open
questions of the questionnaire:
• Avoid parallel sessions; the participants felt they missed out on important course content.
• Make sure that the IT systems works for all (there was a problem in session 5 with the Rubric
model where the student learning platform was not accessible for all participants).
• Make sure to spend a little time introducing each other and maybe even have a common
session where the focus is to get acquainted with each other.
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• Less lecturing based activities and more time to work with the tools and concepts. Also, in the
practical session, there were comments about too little time to work hands on with the concept.
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What worked well with this course and why?
S1 - excellent, liked the theory and practice
S2b - great with many practical tips and examples
S3 - nice overview of various approaches
S4 - the idea to have some time to work on our cases and to
get feedback on it is great
S5 - very interesting and inspiring!
1. good input and guidance with the model, enough time to
adapt it at the individual course
2. 2b very inspiring input, good to follow. Maybe also a
good introduction session together with feedback session in
order to have this knowledge and use it during working on
individual course.
3. Very good variety of topics. Maybe a little bit too much
of introduction of university then really get to the cases.
More time to discuss (maybe in group) how those cases
could be adapt to different course frameworks/ finding
obstacles adapting it to own university and finding
solutions in
group discussions.
4.Good idea to have more time to work on own case. At the
and of the session it was kind of difficult to follow all the
presentations (I guess we were all quite tired). Maybe
combining the presentations with a little (hidden) method
like a gallery walk/ having flipcharts with some bullet
points/ visualizations with some main questions (what do
we want to
change, which method/ concept we want to use, which
obstacles we will face and which solutions we maybe
found).
5. Very nice presentation, maybe used at the beginning of
the workshop and trying to find sessions to use it during
our own discussions. Very good insight to the it based peer
feedback on absalon maybe focus more on analog ways
because of the lack of own IT supporting method
at own university.
- Mix of input (theory/info) and practice
- focus on one method at a time (ideally with practice
opportunity, exchange with group or plenum) - this was the
case for sessions 1 and 5 especially
- working on something relevant to our department with
colleagues from that department, although we had to
choose one thing from 1 person, but even working on
someone else's item is a useful learning experience which
can be related to own items mix of input formats (longish
input for ABC, then practice, then short impulse-type
inputs in session 3, etc.)
- moving to another room and back again (session 1 to 2b
to 3)
iPad Video: very useful and playful.
everything
good timing
focused
very good person
nice enviroment
Group work and workshops were useful.
Time management was also good.
Almost everything worked well with this course:
interesting and useful sessions, good presentations,
interesting case-based examples.

I suggest the following
improvements/changes/additions
In general - some intro activity to get to know all the other
participants would have been nice
S4 - first did not know what was expected of us to do, so
perhaps clearer instructions in the beginning would be
useful
S5 - perhaps also focus on methods independent of special
university IT software (that other universities do not have
available).
it was a great workshop and I really enjoyed it!
Thank you :)
- start or near start have some format of meeting all
participants. I think there are 2-4 persons I did not really
register as I had no interaction with them at all and they did
not stand up to say anything. There are nice icebreakers
for this type of start; might be combined with finding out
what
courses and what approaches to courses are used)
- session 3 was a bit 'short' or not really enough room to try
1-2 things ourselves, or relate to self, but was ok (similar
time constraints for session 2b).
- if IT platforms do not have language options (i.e. English)
then using them can be challenging and maybe not ideally
supporting (but also all ok).
The ABC model : lack of time for improvement of the
projects developed by each team : we can propose a final
practical course with exchanges between groups to discuss
and implement the projects.
No parallel sessions, since all were interesting.
More workshops, also mixing groups.
Speakers should have focused also on what isn't working in
their teaching approach/experience (passive students,
unwilling students etc.), why that could be and possibile
solutions.
Session 2a: Hands-on iPad video workshop -> not all
educational institutions have iPads, please also consider
Android tablets and/or phones.
Session 5: Rubric model for peer feedback -> a workshop
here would have been nice, or more real life examples of
feedback rather that general information.
1. Eliminate parallel sessions
2. More practice and examples on ABC model, creative
learning and "National dish"
3- less presentation more practical work and exchange of
the ideas.
5- maybe some paper work rather than technology
dependent practice (which actually failed - we even did not
have chance to see on the screen - bad resolution)
More practice after "lecture" especially for "field trip".
Session 2a Since the workshop outlined and covered only
the basic steps in the process of video making, it might be
useful to have an additional session on how to write the
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Congratulations to all presenters and thank you for
organizing great workshop.
1- good to had opportunity to practice
2b- interesting approach, very good explanation
3- nice experiences without possibility to go deeply in the
topic or to have some experience
4- excellent to had opprotunity to work and present ideas
and to get feed back from colleagues.
5- a lot of new inforamtion, but unfortunately technology
did not work for everyone so we were not able to practice
and to go deeply inside the problem.
Session 1 was extremely useful. It explained well the ABCmodel and its application. The duration of the theoretical
part was not too long. The tempo of the hands-on part was
just right for the focused and productive work and it helped
to avoid/minimize the procrastination.
Session 2a was also very useful and fun. The workshop
outlined and covered the basic steps in the process of video
making which was the right amount of information
considering the duration of the workshop.
Hands-on recording and editing of the video was the
strongest point of the workshop.
Session 4 worked well because it allowed the participants
to work and implement new skills in creating the new or
improving the existing courses.
Session 5 thematically fits nicely into the framework of this
course because it explains step-by-step how to use this tool
and it also shows how to plan the time dynamics of peer
feedback during the course.
For me was very helpful the ABC-model for course design
and Examples of case-based learning. Especially interesting
was Rubric model for peer feedback. Because properly
planned and timely feedback could improve the quality of
the course and help students learn better.
The course content was interesting and useful for me and
course was well organized.
Hands-on iPad video workshop. It was useful not only for
me but I'll be able to apply in my field.
Best sessions: Framework of teaching, examples of casebased learning.
Everything was useful & interesting, and will surely inspire
action.
Session 1: ABC-model for course design
- very useful, I will introduce this model preparing my
lectures
Session 2a: Hands-on iPad video workshop - I wasn't
participate personally
Session 2b: Framework of teaching - on the basis of the
framework design I have changed already one of my
course, which we worked on during workshop (for me the
best one training)
Session 3: Examples of case-based learning - strongly
interesting teaching methods (for me the best was Carola's
lecture)
Session 4: Workshop - good
Session 5: Rubric model for peer feedback - very good and
very useful
Hands-on iPad video workshop - Videos on smartfon
would be more profitable.

script or to, at least, include the helpful links on that
subject.
Session 2b - unfortunately, I did not attend this session. To
that effect, I would suggest eliminating the parallel sessions
from the future workshop.
Session 3 I found the least helpful. The whole session felt
like a series of traditional lectures. I would suggest
increasing the interaction between different groups by
forming smaller groups where a case-study can be
presented and the groups' members can discuss the pros
and cons.
Since not all participants were able to log in the Absalon, I
would suggest to try to resolve the technical issues
beforehand.
In future, it would be better not to have parallel sessions.
After the workshop, I would like to get feedback from
lectures on the work done about possible improvements.
I suggest to allocate more time for practical work.
There was not any workshop with other universities people.
To my mind it could have been.
more tips/methods/tools of innovative teaching (e.g.
clickers system, other methods of students' activisation
methods during the lectures).
More working in international groups would be good.
No suggestions.
Thank you!
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Evaluation of the TEFSI Training in Zagreb, Croatia (World Café workshop)
Table 1: What was good – not so good?
a) Which of the elements included in the present workshop do you recommend to be
included in the program for the next workshops?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Practical work, interaction with people, examples
ABC- model (+++)
Good selection of lectures, also good in language skills
Belbin Roles (+3)
(“We knew, but good to have it presented organized”;
Good method to implement in working life and classroom)
All methods were usable
Ecotrophelia project
Terrior project
Good to have the “templates”
Time management/guiding by facilitator (++)

b) Are there any elements which are totally unusable?
•
•
•
•

Joel was too silent – not loud enough
More time/days for input, examples of implementation
Missing of discussion in plenary
Groups need to change during group work -> More concentration / More
exchange
➔ Sometimes it was not always necessary to stay in “your” group
➔ Teambuilding of participants for exchange after course

•

More about:
How to improve case studies, engagements of students
➔ Examples and how to do it in their universities
Involving the faculty heads -> presentation?
Presentation of fieldtrips -> no money for implementation
Experience reports were missing
➔ Real experiences of new/change/students acceptance
Methods not only for smaller groups
➔ Adjusted to the different realities
Friday: Too much time! No facilitation

•
•
•
•
•
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Table 2: What could be improved?
a) Do you have suggestions which may improve the presentation of the chosen innovative
teaching methods?
• To include evaluation of change in teaching method on specific example
(better exam results?)
• I.e. are elective courses found to be more interesting to students after changes?
b) Are there elements which needs to be elaborated on?
•
•

Which methods have shown to be the most interesting and useful for students?
Collaborations and workshops with experts from pedagogical studies
➔ Improve teaching methods

Improve:
Group 2
Group 1
•

More examples
How do you use case studies?

•
•

Results of changes

•

Evaluations of given changes
•
•
•
•
•

Do changes in teaching methods
increase the number of students
signing up
More scientific evidence
What do students prefer?
More from the local
psychological department
More about motivating students

•
•
•
•

Hand out presentation before
Video from the presentation or
about the presentation
Videos about first time
implementation of new teaching
method
France was very good
-> specific examples
More details
How to change students/increase
students Motivation
More psychology

Table 3: What is missing?
Have you any knowledge about or have heard about teaching methods which were not included
in the present program and you felt were missing?
•
•

My expectation was to hear much more about sustainable food systems, not only
teaching methods (how to innovatively teach specific sustainable subjects)
More examples of other teachers about their improving courses and how the students
reacted; wat they like more
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to have e-learning, easy online planning (ABC etc.)
Long-distance learning
Application of methods for other programs (e.q. adult education)
Case studies
How good learning is taking place
How to learn, latest evidence, research about it
To learn on others example, sharing good experience

•

More examples of practical work of students; how students work together
(more of terroir and such examples, shorter but more of them)
Handouts of presentations during the TEFSI-course
“World café” with examples/methods/people mingling
Project assignments
More of exchange between teachers
Peer group exchange

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

JIG SAW
For larger groups (less time consuming for digesting larger texts)
Generally for larger groups -> different methods
Methods where all students have to participate
Voluntary -> non voluntary participation of students
(how to encourage everybody to participate)
How to motivate students to take more effort in their “after” activity?
(e.g. their own seminars, reports, not to do it a night before)
How to use new approach to our grading system
How to get peer grading
Discussable topic
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Evaluation of the TEFSI Training in Kaunas, Lithuania (World Café workshop)
Table 1 – Takeaways
•

Make better use of specific competences of teachers -> innovative

•

New way of planning lectures (e.g. ABC methods)

•

More contact/ exchange needs more hours -> that’s good

•

Field-trip methods
➔ combination with other methods e.g. interviews or iMovie

•

Terroir method -> use of different digital programs for quiz

•

Check up after 1-2 years what happened

•

Feedback and peer feedback!
➔ Objective view to the topics

•

Use of different teaching methods during one lecture

•

iMovie

•

World Café

•

Fishbowl

•

Market place
-> deeper understanding we can get

Table 2 – What is missing? Which methods?
•

Too many methods / other opinion: might be more!

•

Clear structure and connections between methods would be appreciated

•

Templates/models would be good because now it seems that a lot needs to be created
by the teachers

•

It would be good to invite students

•

IT person and examples/exercises online on how to use the methods

•

iMovie workshop would be good

•

Methods for increase student’s concentration on the topic + motivation

•

Evaluation/examination methods

•

Too short / More workshops, practical work, exercises

•

How to involve students in research word
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•

Pre-Course information was missing
Background + each participant could shortly introduce his/her courses/modules +
reflection at the end

•

Task after course
Teachers should be asked to introduce some methods and give peer-feedback on this
between each other

o Online videos or teachers (where to find them/how to use them)
o Questions during lectures
Students need to answer during the lecture
o Student concentration
How to concentrate on the subject (training for students)
Table 3 – What elements of TEFSI Training could be improved?
•

Video of implementation of methods
(plant pathology organisation USA – good examples online)

•

Suggestions for exaltation of students
methods and more examples (as handouts) / master students
How we can increase concentration and motivation

•

Use sheet feedback, preparation before the course,
short explanation of ABC list of examples (back of coloured cards)

•

Students invited to WS (Training)
To get feedback from students to new methods

•

Too short and too intensive
Better when students on vacation and maybe off-campus

•

To actually do the methods in practice
e.g. make a quiz or a movie, show the colleagues -> peer feedback

•

What to change in own course, present, get feedback

•

Connection to the 17 SDG’s and sustainability
Lunch and coffee-breaks should be sustainable (->plastic?)
-> Walk the talk

•

Speak about new methods many times
Teachers don’t have time -> multiplicators/share (self-help group)
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Evaluation of the TEFSI Training in Warsaw, Poland (virtual training – on-line
evaluation survey)
Evaluation was based on responses of 21 training participants. Questions with rating (1-5): 1 –
lowest; 5 – highest.
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Option nr 3 (not visible on the figure): Some of the presented methods of creative problem solving
Option nr 10 (not visible on the figure): Cooperation of students with enterprises (developing solutions)
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Transformation of European Food Systems Towards
Sustainability by Transnational, Innovative Teaching
Co-Funded by the European Union

ABC learning design
Presented by Susanne Bügel, U-CPH, Department
of Nutrition, Exercise and Sports, DK
With slides and support kindly provided by Katrine
Kaas, IT-learning consultant, Science, KU, DK

23/07/2020

Focus on connecting learning activities

3

23/07/2020

Agenda
9.00 Introduction to the ABC curriculum design method
9.15 Task 1. Tweet your module, draw learning graphs.
9.30 Task 2. Place activity cards in a pedagogical design pattern
9.50 Task 3. Select specific learning activities
Task 4: Place silver and gold stars for formative and summative tests.
10.10 Task 5. Draw revised learning graphs.
10.15 Task 6. Make an overall action plan.
10.30 Finished

4

23/07/2020

Example of a curriculum design

5

23/07/2020

Task 1. Tweet your course and draw learning graphs

6

23/07/2020

7

Learning types

Based on Laurillard, D. (2012). Teaching as a Design Science: Building Pedagogical Patterns for Learning and Technology.
New York and London: Routledge.

Task 2. Place cards on the flow sheet, grouped in
pedagogical design patterns in a time incremental order

slide from UCL page

Week
1-4

Week
5-8

project

23/07/2020

Focus on connecting learning activities
Creating pedagogical design patterns*
Example of pattern (1 week)

Example of pattern (7 weeks)

Before lecture

Week 1
Week 2-5

During lecture

Week 6-7

After lecture

*May, M. et al. A pedagogical design pattern framework – for sharing experiences and enhancing communities of
practice within online and blended learning. Læring & Medier (LOM) – nr. 16 - 2016

9

Task 2. Place cards on the flow sheet, grouped in
pedagogical design patterns in a time incremental order

slide from UCL page

Week
1-4

Week
5-8

project

23/07/2020

Task 3. Turn the cards around and select
specific learning activities
Also add what is before / during / after class hours
Week
1-4

Week
5-8

project

X

X

11

23/07/2020

Task 5. Draw revised learning graphs

14

23/07/2020

Task 6. Make an overall action plan.
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Transformation of European Food Systems Towards Sustainability by
Transnational, Innovative Teaching
Co-Funded by the European Union

Fishbowl in Teaching
Dr. Carola Strassner, MBA
Professor Sustainable Food Systems & Nutrition Ecology
Münster University of Applied Sciences (MUAS), Germany
Correns Str. 25
D-48149 Muenster
strassner@fh-muenster.de

Managing Director a’verdis Sustainable FoodService Solutions
Mendel Str. 11

D-48149 Muenster

carola.strassner@a-verdis.com

CAPACITY BUILDING COURSE OF TEFSI PROJECT

Fishbowl Method
What and Why?

❑ It’s a different way of doing a discussion with a group of
people, richer, allows for group dynamics

❑ Its suitable for many topics, especially those
accommodating many perspectives and opinions
❑ Hence, its eminently suitable for aspects of sustainable
food systems
❑ Can be very useful as a pre-assignment activity
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Fishbowl Method
How, Who and Where?
❑ Set up a circle of chairs in a room (the fishbowl) and enough room
outside of the circle for the observers (they „look into the fishbowl“)
❑ Part of the group enter the fishbowl (the “fish”) and only they
actively discuss the topic with each other

❑ The other part of the group (the “observers”) actively listen
❑ Debrief after the discussion
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6–12 chairs

Fishbowl Method
Guidelines and Rules
❑ Prepare ideas and questions in advance (students)
❑ Structure by „switching“: All „fish“ leave the fishbowl and become „observers“

and vice versa [closed fishbowl]
❑ Structure by „tapping“: „observers“ can enter the fishbowl at any time by tapping
a „fish“ on the shoulder to take his/her place [open fishbowl]
❑ Structure by „tapping“: Additionally, you can start with 1-2 empty chairs
❑ Structure by „feeding“: the „observers“ can ask also questions but only the „fish“
can answer and discuss
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How to use the
Fishbowl Method in
tertiary education
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Fishbowl To Do

A. Choose a topic.
B. Arrange the room.
C. Let students briefly prepare.
D. Explain process and rules.
E. Discuss.
F. Debrief the students.
G. Make notes to self.
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Fishbowl discussion format in practice
A.
Choose
a topic
Many issues
around
sustainable
development
and
transformation
of our current
food systems
lend
themselves to
multiple
perspectives.
This makes
them excellent
for the
fishbowl
format.
This format is
also useful for
dilemma
discussions.
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B.
Arrange
the
room
If you host the
fishbowl inside
a room, you
need to clear it
and arrange a
circle of chairs
for about 6
persons (at
least 3 if
participants
are vocal, at
least 5 if
participants
are more shy,
less than ten).
Make sure
there is
enough
unobstructed
space around
the outside of
the circle for
observers to
stand and
listen / watch.

C. Let
students
briefly
prepare
Once you
have
introduced the
topic, give the
students a few
minutes to
prepare their
thoughts, their
positions and
questions for
the
discussion.
They should
not need to
use notes
when seated
in the circle.

D.
Explain
process
+ rules
Explain the
overall format
briefly, then
elaborate who
will sit in the
circle and start
the
conversation.
Choose more
vocal students
if the group is
new to the
format, or
allow to selfselect if the
group is more
adventurous.
Explain how
long the
discussion
session will be
(e.g. 10 or 15
minutes) and
what the
observers‘
tasks are.

E.
Discuss
Let the
discussion
session begin
and only
intervene to
help facilitate
a
conversation.
Subtly
encourage
hesitant
participants to
enter the
discussion by
taking a seat,
if you are
following this
format.

F. Debrief
the
students
After the
discussion has
been closed,
let the
students
reflect on the
conversation
and what they
take away
from it. This
can be around
the topic of
discussion but
should also be
about how the
different
perspectives
impacted their
own positions.

G. Make
notes to
self
When the last
student has
left, note down
what went
well, and what
could be
improved so
that you
benefit from
your
experience
when you
prepare the
next fishbowl.

Thank you!

Dr. Carola Strassner, MBA
Professor Sustainable Food Systems & Nutrition Ecology
Correns Str. 25

D-48149 Muenster

strassner@fh-muenster.de

Managing Director a’verdis Sustainable FoodService Solutions
Mendel Str. 11

D-48149 Muenster

carola.strassner@a-verdis.com

Resource and Reference List
Resources when using the Fishbowl Method:
o

RMIT University in Australia has a Learning Design Pattern Collection which includes “Fishbowl” and
is available here: https://emedia.rmit.edu.au/learningpatterns/content/discussion-structure-fishbowl

o

The entry is part of a comprehensive library of methods about learning – visit it and look around for
many more approaches: https://emedia.rmit.edu.au/learningpatterns/content/design-patterns

o

Wageningen University in the Netherlands describes this tool and offers an own and a UNHR version
downloads here: http://www.mspguide.org/tool/fish-bowl - you can find more methods at this site too

o

Another easy explanation can be found on this teachers‘ site: Fishbowl Discussions: from Setting up
the ‚Basic Bowl‘ to creating a ‚Fancy Aquarium‘ https://rpscurriculumandinstruction.weebly.com/toolstips--tricks/fishbowls
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World Café in Teaching
Dr. Carola Strassner, MBA
Professor Sustainable Food Systems & Nutrition Ecology
Münster University of Applied Sciences (MUAS), Germany
Correns Str. 25
D-48149 Muenster
strassner@fh-muenster.de

Managing Director a’verdis Sustainable FoodService Solutions
Mendel Str. 11

D-48149 Muenster

carola.strassner@a-verdis.com

CAPACITY BUILDING COURSE OF TEFSI PROJECT

World Café Method
What and Why?
❑ Having a conversation about questions that matter
❑ Conversations build off one another
❑ Facilitate shared purpose and goal development

❑ participative
❑ activating

❑ fun
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World Café Method
How, Who and Where?
❑ You need a purpose

❑ You need participants
❑ You need a place with a (created) ambience
❑ You need large sheets of paper and plenty coloured pens
❑ You need all to observe the café etiquette
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World Café Method
Most
importantly:
You need clear,
meaningful
questions to
which the
answers matter.
World Café Etiquette from the New Zealand
Department for Conservation by graphic artist Mary
Brake, found in theworldcafecommunity.org forum
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Examples of using the
World Café Method in
tertiary education
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World Café
Source: Ingason HT & Schoper Y (2017) Project management and sustainability. Project Management
Research and Practice, Article ID 5467. http://dx.doi.org/10.5130/pmrp.v4i0.5467 (CC-BY 4.0)

Use in a conference
programme
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World Café
Conversations about organic food systems at the Scientific Symposium
on the Development of Organic Agriculture (Munich, 03.2017)
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World Café
Conversations with peers at the Center for Teaching, Learning and
Technology of the University of British Columbia (Vancouver, 10.2010)

Source: Center for Teaching, Learning and Technology, University of British Columbia. Except where otherwise noted, the website
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is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

World Café
Student discussion in a course

❑ Compulsory module „Challenges to sustainable food
systems from a global perspective“
❑ +/- 30 post-graduate students (1st, 2nd, 3rd semester)
❑ M.Sc. Degree candidates “Sustainability in service
management and food industries”
❑ 3 question-led conversations on ‚globalisation‘
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World Café
The research team of the ARTS project conducted a World Café at the
Umundu Festival 2014 in Dresden, Germany. The festival wants to
promote globally sustainable consumption.
The ARTS Project:
Accelerating Transitions
funded by the EU 7FP
(see www.acceleratingtransitions.eu)

World café information
and photo from the ARTS
Project blog
(see
http://blog.acceleratingtransitions.eu/?p=
1795)
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Thank you!

Dr. Carola Strassner, MBA
Professor Sustainable Food Systems & Nutrition Ecology
Correns Str. 25

D-48149 Muenster

strassner@fh-muenster.de

Managing Director a’verdis Sustainable FoodService Solutions
Mendel Str. 11

D-48149 Muenster

carola.strassner@a-verdis.com

Resource and Reference List
An article explaining use of the method in a project:
▪

Mann L, Power D & MacLellan (2013) Development of Menu Planning Resources for Child Care Centres: A Collaborative Approach. J
Childhood Studies 38(2) Canadian Children. DOI: 10.18357/jcs.v38i2.15449. [Use of the World Café method in research with some
detail of process and questions]

Resources when using the World Café Method:
o

The World Café http://www.theworldcafe.com extremely comprehensive site with loads of resources and materials for use and printing
(e.g. a world café hosting toolkit and an image library (under creative commons licences) – you should visit this site!

o

A quick reference guide for hosting world café – PDF freely available at http://www.theworldcafe.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/Cafe-To-Go-Revised.pdf (© 2015 The World Café Community Foundation, Creative Commons Attribution Free
to copy & distribute w/acknowledgement & link: www.theworldcafe.com)

o

World Café Europe https://www.worldcafe-europe.net/en/ a network of help and insight

More resources on participatory methods:
•

The Art of Hosting and Harvesting Conversations that Matter https://www.artofhosting.org with explanations and resources

•

User-Participation.eu more about World Café at https://www.user-participation.eu/planning-the-process/step-5-participatorymethods/planning-the-future-visions-strategies-projects/world-cafe with a more comprehensive explanation

•

Participedia Method 167 The World Café https://participedia.net/method/167 nice, short introduction
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Theme Centered
Interaction (TCI): A Frame
Concept for Education for
Sustainable development!?
TEFSI Capacity Building Training
Prag, 20th February 2020

Prof.‘in Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack
University of Applied Sciences, Münster
schack@fh-muenster.de

Theme Centered Interaction (TCI):
A Frame Concept for Education for Sustainable Development!?
1. Understanding of Education for Sustainable Development
2. The 4 Factor Model of TCI and Dynamic Balancing

3. Goals and Basic Principles of the TCI Concept
4. Theme Centered Interaction (TCI): A Frame Concept for Education for
for Education for Sustainable development!

5. Reflection and Discussion in the Fish Bowl
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Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack - TEFSI Capacity BUilding Training 20th February 2020

Sustainable Development

Joint societal
research,
learning and
shaping process
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Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack - TEFSI Capacity BUilding Training 20th February 2020

Competences for Sustainability

Key competences for sustainability

Inter- and
transdisciplinary
working

System Thinking

Shaping
Competence
Dialogue, cooperation
and participation skills
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Acting responsibly
and
independently

1.

System thinking competency

2.

Anticipatory competency

3.

Normative competency

4.

Strategic competency

5.

Collaboration compentency

6.

Critical thinking competency

7.
8.

Self-awareness competency
Integrated problem-solving
competency

Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack - TEFSI Capacity BUilding Training 20th February 2020

Theme Centered Interaction
 Roots in humanistic psychology –
Explicit value based

 Concept of living learning
 Art of Leading
Goal:
Design work and learning processes in
such a way, that a optimum results can
be achieve by taking into account all four
facotors.
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Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack - TEFSI Capacity BUilding Training 20th February 2020

Ruth Cohn 1912-2010
Founder of TCI

4 –Factor-Modell as a Reflecting Tool
Exchange in small groups
 What has become clear to me when
reflecting on a factor?
 How well did I keep this factor in mind in
my teaching?
 Please form groups of four and find partners
who have analysed another factor, so in
every group we have all four factors
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Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack - TEFSI Capacity BUilding Training 20th February 2020

Dynamic Balance
Idea of balancing organically the four factors in a group process
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Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack - TEFSI Capacity BUilding Training 20th February 2020

Disturbances Take Precedence
•

Disturbances and passionate involvements take precedence: without their
solution, growth is prevented or impeded.
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Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack - TEFSI Capacity BUilding Training 20th February 2020

Chairperson
• The humanist demand to be self-determined, selfresponsible and self-confident
• "Look inside, look outside and then decide!"
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Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack - TEFSI Capacity BUilding Training 20th February 2020

Participative Leadership
•
•
•

Leader is a part of the group with further
roles, especially as „guardian of the method“
As a „model participant“ the leader shows
by example how the rules are filled with life
He/she observe the dynamic balance and,
if necessary, shifted to another factor

Goal:
The more the chairpersonship of participants rises, the more they can
take responsibility for the group process and lead themselves.
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4 Factor Modell and Shaping Competence
System Thinking

IT
GLOBE
Inter- and Transdisciplinary
Working

I
Acting responsibly and
independently
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Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack - TEFSI Capacity BUilding Training 20th February 2020

WE
Dialogue, Cooperation and
Participation Skills

IT

I
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Theme Centered
Interaction (TCI):
A Frame Concept
for Education for
Sustainable
Development

!

Books and Links

Homepage Ruth-Cohn-Institute
https://www.ruth-cohn-institute.org/

Free of charge-download of the Handbook of TCI
http://www.v-r.de/de/handbook_of_theme_centered_interaction_tci/t-358/1039815/
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Creative Process Teaching for
Creative Problem Solving
Dr. Carola Strassner, MBA
Professor Sustainable Food Systems & Nutrition Ecology
Münster University of Applied Sciences (MUAS), Germany
Correns Str. 25
D-48149 Muenster
strassner@fh-muenster.de

Managing Director a’verdis Sustainable FoodService Solutions
Mendel Str. 11

D-48149 Muenster

carola.strassner@a-verdis.com
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Science and
Creativity?
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CPS: Important Background
1. Problem solving can be (a) analytical, or (b) creative
or (c) both.
2. Analytical and creative problem solving rely on
different skill sets.

3. Creativity + successful implementation of its results
= innovation. (creativity ≠ innovation)
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Problem Solving
1. You find a mess (something you have no answer for).
2. You define a problem.
3. You decide on your approach:
a) analytical
b) creative
c) both creative and analytical.
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Creativity and Innovation
o What is creativity?
→ very simply: the ability to come up with
something new or original
o What is innovation?

→ very simply: the use of a new idea or method
o What’s the difference between creativity and
innovation?
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Creative Problem Solving is a process
fact finding
problem finding
idea finding
solution finding
acceptance finding
Source: Vidal (2010)
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Creative Problem Solving
Example techniques along the creativity continuum
paradigm-preserving
(low stimulation)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

brainstorming
brainwriting
hexagons
5W+1H
force field analysis
word diamond
ABC-method
sticky dots
concept triangle

paradigm-stretching
(medium stimulation)
•
•
•
•

metaphors
object stimulation
reversal
assumption
reversal
• role storming
• group doodling
• heuristic ideation
technique

paradigm-breaking
(high stimulation)
•
•
•
•
•
•

wishful thinking
wildest ideas
imagining
rich metaphors
rich pictures
picture stimulation
and collages

Sources: McFadzean (1998, 1999, 2000)
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Creative Problem Solving
An example with instructions for each level
ABC-Method

Group Doodling

Wishful Thinking

• The problem
statement exists,
formulated as a
question.
• Participants list all
letters of the alphabet.
• Beginning at any point,
every letter is
completed with an
idea.

• Participants each have
a writing surface and
an implement.
• At a sign each starts
doodling.
• After about 2 minutes
participants rotate 2 or
3 places and continue
doodling on the doodle
now in front of them.
• Repeat once or twice.

• The problem
statement exists.
• Participants are asked
to assume that
everything is possible.
• They develop fantasy
statements about the
future.
• They are asked to
develop ideas how to
achieve these
outcomes.

Sources: ENLP (n.d.): ABC-Method; Creative Education Foundation (2015): Group Doodling; McFadzean (1999): Wishful Thinking
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Lateral Thinking

• What thinking
hat needs to
worn next?
• How can it be
planned and
organised?
• What is the
bigger
picture?

• What are the
advantages,
benefits,
value, use,
worth, good
points,
feasibility,
opportunity?

• What are
hunches,
intuition, gut
instinct and
reactions?

• Put on the
white hat and
focus on
neutral and
objective
data.
• What do I
know and
what do I
need to find
out and how
will I do so?

• Creativity
• Put on the
green hat and
focus on what
new ideas are
possible.
• What are
ideas,
alternatives,
possibilities,
other
solutions,
changes,
concepts,
innovations?

Black Hat

• Put on the red
hat and focus
on emotions.

• Facts

Green Hat

• Put on the
yellow
thinking hat
and focus on
the Positives.

• Feelings

White Hat

• Put on the
blue hat and
manage the
thinking
process.

• Benefits

Red Hat

• Process

Yellow Hat

Blue Hat

Edward de Bono’s technique: 6 Hats

• Caution
• Put on the black
hat and focus on
critical
judgement.
• What are
problems,
difficulties,
disadvantages,
risks,
weaknesses,
reasons why it
might not work?

Sources: (elaborated on) de Bono Thinking Systems, de Bono Group (online)
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Synectics …
… is an approach to invention with three elements

1.
2.
3.

• Creative Thinking
• Creative Action

• Creative Behaviour
Source: Nolan (2010)
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SynNovation

respect
mutual support
assume it can be
done
acknowledge
listen attentively
… and more …

critical
hierarchical
dominant
competitive
impatient
disagreement
… and more …

Negative behaviours

Positive behaviours

… building on Synectics …

Source: Prekel & Sobey (2012)
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test

Design Thinking

prototype

ideate
define
empathise

„Design thinking is a human-centered approach
to innovation that draws from the designer‘s
toolkit to integrate the needs of the people, the
possibilities of technology, and the requirements
for business success.“
Tim Brown, IDEO, 2017
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Moving forward …
… from the ideas to the solutions

ideas have been
generated

selecting and
evaluating options

prototype,
experiment,
roll-out

incubation

convergence

implementation

Source: (adapted from) Leonard & Swap (1999)
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How to use the
Creative Process in
teaching in tertiary ed.
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What does our food
system look like in a
post-fossil world in 2050?
Results of a Think!Workshop

- and - Dr. Carola Strassner
Professor Sustainable Food Systems & Nutrition Ecology
Correns Str. 25

D-48149 Muenster

strassner@fh-muenster.de

1. Course kick-off
• Introduction to course content (content input
from educator)

• Outline course plan and methods
• Groups formation process

• Explain tasks for first two activities
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1.

Research food, nutrition & habits 50, 100, 150, 200 years back

2.

Research projected human activity domains in 2050 (such as
work / economy, agriculture / primary production, resource use,
consumption, mobility, living and households)

Classroom
large,
easy,
movable
seats and
desks

2. Looking back: The food system 200 years ago (I)
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3. A first look into the future within
planetary boundaries
Topics:
With provision of
• Mobility
first literature
• Agriculture
• Resources
• Work and economy
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4. Workshop (1,5 days)
• Using the path from the past and the environment
from the future
• Invitation of companies‘ staff to join in
• Group work using a variety of creativity techniques
to ‘vision’ food & nutrition futures in 2050
– Nature

- Economy

– Society

- Technology

• At end of WS have basics of scenarios for stopmotion film work
22 von 00

plasticine
sculpting,
flipcharts,
coloured
pens, cards
and post-its,
…..
comfortable,
easy
atmosphere,
snacks,
potluck
lunch

4 scenarios for food systems in 2050 (I)
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4 Scenarios for food systems in 2050 (II)
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5. Final meeting
• Each group presents its scenarios in brief
• Then shows the stop-motion film they made
depicting the scenario
• Discussion
• Outline examination tasks (transcript of poster
presentations and film storyboard)
• Course feedback
• Optional: Presentation of results at BIOFACH Organic
Trade Fair (February, Nuremberg)
25 von 00

Departmental
media lab for
stop-motion
film-making

in-house
support!

… and the films
Karina Buss, Ina Kerkhoff, Anita Menzel

HappBee Naturalistisches Ernährungssystem
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All clips: https://www.fh-muenster.de/oecotrophologie-facility-management/aktuelles/ernaehrung-2050.php

… and the films
Lynn Marthe Garbers, Anna-Lena Kribbeler, Giulia Nentwig, Theresa Usler

BeLeVe
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All clips: https://www.fh-muenster.de/oecotrophologie-facility-management/aktuelles/ernaehrung-2050.php

… and the films
Laura König, Junping Qiu, Jana Grote, Pia Ute

Der grüne Einkauf
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All clips: https://www.fh-muenster.de/oecotrophologie-facility-management/aktuelles/ernaehrung-2050.php

… and the films
Anja Löckener, Carina Looft, Damian Winter

Wirtschaft als Mittel und Chance
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All clips: https://www.fh-muenster.de/oecotrophologie-facility-management/aktuelles/ernaehrung-2050.php

Summary
1. Creativity (creative thinking, action, behaviour) is a skill and
can be learned and practiced by everyone.
2. Your (possible) role as an educator is to create opportunity
and a safe space, encourage & impart skills. This is a
managed process!
3. There are many creativity techniques available, some of
which are best implemented with a skilled facilitator to
overcome potential barriers.
4. Creative problem solving approaches can contribute to
resolving complex issues in sustainable development.
30 von 00

Science needs
Creativity!
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Thank you!
See paper:
Creative Education Foundation (2015) Creative Problem
Solving Tools & Techniques Resource Guide. Available at:
http://www.creativeeducationfoundation.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/06/ToolsTechniques-Guide-FINALweb-watermark.pdf

Dr. Carola Strassner, MBA
Professor Sustainable Food Systems & Nutrition Ecology
Correns Str. 25

D-48149 Muenster

strassner@fh-muenster.de

Managing Director a’verdis Sustainable FoodService Solutions
Mendel Str. 11

D-48149 Muenster

carola.strassner@a-verdis.com
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Transformation of European Food Systems Towards
Sustainability by Transnational, Innovative Teaching
Co-Funded by the European Union

Flipped classroom
Presented by Susanne Bügel, U-CPH, Department of Nutrition,
Exercise and Sports, DK
What is flipped classroom? Previous experience. Will I do it again?

23/07/2020

Flipped classroom
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdKzSq_t8k8

2

23/07/2020

Previous experience – what really happened
8 students answered the quizzes
50 students turned up and 25 ran out when I
presented the days program

In class:
Plenum discussion about challenges observed
from quiz – none observed

Group work discussions ? Students disappeared
from class room and 2 teachers sat alone until
plenum presentation – 3 groups returned (12
students)

4

23/07/2020

What happened?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I was not responsible for the course and did not have a “contract” with the students
I was one of many teachers having my classes in late November – students’ motivation is low
Students either study technology OR nutrition AND prioritize
Participation is not mandatory
Tests not part of exam
….

5
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Will I do it again?

6

Transformation of European Food Systems Towards
Sustainability by Transnational, Innovative Teaching
Co-Funded by the European Union

ECOTROPHELIA
Food Eco-Innovation Module and Competition
Sami Ghnimi, Associate Professor of Food Technology

2nd CAPACITY BUILDING COURSE OF TEFSI PROJECT, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Agriculture,
Svetošimunska cesta 25, Zagreb, Croatia, 2nd-4th October 2019

ECOTROPHELIA : WHAT IS IT?
• A food eco-innovation competition
– Design an innovative food product from A to Z
– Prizes to be won

• A student team
– 5 to 12 students
– Representing an educational institution

• Phase 1: selection of the most innovative food project - The
national final Ecotrophelia France taking place in Avignon
(July)
• Phase 2: the European final in Paris (SIAL) / Koln
(ANUGA) (October) - First price is € 6000, second € 4000
and third € 2000
• A great business card for young engineers
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ECOTROPHELIA EUROPE
• Since 2011: organization of 90 national competitions,
mobilized more than 550 universities and nearly 3,000
European students
• Development of more than 350 innovative food products
• Of these products more than 40 have been developed and
marketed in European distribution channels
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Key Dates of the Competition
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

TROPHÉLIA

France

ÉCOTROPHÉLIA

Europe
Eco-innovation

National competition in food innovation

2000 by Vaucluse CCI
expanded to a European scale in 2008,

• Established in France in

for students,

TROPHELIA

• 2011

- The EC gave the go-ahead to the CCI of Vaucluse to implement a EU
project for the promotion of eco-innovation in the food industry sector: The
competition TROPHELIA then became ECOTROPHELIA

• 2014

- ECOTROPHELIA inspired the creation of FOODLAB, a European
Laboratory of food innovations to encourage entrepreneurship in higher education
and promote student entrepreneurship

OBJECTIVES OF ECOTROPHELIA
•

Promote entrepreneurship and innovation
among European students

•

Develop
a
culture
of
curriculum
innovation, by making changes to teaching
methods, particularly through projectbased learning
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INTEGRATION OF ECOTROPHELIA IN OUR
CURRICULUM IN 2002

UP7
UP8

S8

Optionnel
A

Optionnel
B

Optionnel
C

Gestion de
la qualité
dans les
filières AA

Nutrition
and health

Gestion
des risques
en
agriculture
et en AA

Vente et
managem
ent

ECOTROPHELIA 180h

13 ECTS in Semester 8

S9

S10

Optionnel
D

Optionnel
E

DA

janv

DD en AA

M3P

SDFI

ECOTROPHELIA

S7

Echanges
agricoles
et AA

Financem
ent de
l’économi
e

PRP ECOTROPHELIA 100h

GIDE

Intern
ship

10 ECTS in Semester 9

OPERATIONAL ASPECTS AT ISARA
•

Max. 3 teams per year with 8-10 students per project

•

Project Duration: 18 months (4th and 5th year)

•

Professors « tutoring » each group (Marketing + technology)

Starting of : the project : January
(form the teams)

1st Defense : June
Selection committee

Intermediate Defense: November

5A

Business plan and
industrialisation of
the Product

Semester 9

4A

Technical and
economic
feasability

Semester 8

18 MONTHS…

5A

Preparation of the
national
ECOTROPHELIA
competition

Semester 10

Final defense: End of December.
Final presentation: End of January
Application: April
Competition: July

october : ECOTROPHELIA Europe

Market study
Conso. survey
Marketing Mix
Pack.

Produit model
Optimization R&D
Senso. analysis
Indust.
QSE
Partnership
research

Business
plan

Thesis redaction

Preparation

Avignon competition

choice

Name
choice

Selection

Product

Application

Projet presentation
Team formation

AGENDA – MAJOR TASKS

PARTICIPANTS IN ECOTROPHELIA FRANCE
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07 KEY POINTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Originality, creativity, innovative aspects of the product
Marketing study
Technical study (formulation, process diagram)
Technological study (simulation at industrial scale)
Regulation study (product & name)
Integration of sustainable development

7. Financial study : simulation of three-years running
(business plan, 3-years operating account, calculation of
product rentability)

1. ORIGINALITY 2. Marketing study
• Ingredients sourcing: originals
or available in other
distribution channels

•Concept test
•Consumer survey

• Innovative technology or
fabrication process
• Packaging with originality in its
fonctionnality
• New market creation allowing
additionnal revenue

•Competition analysis
•Potential markets estimation
•Strategy, segmentation, positioning

• Organic, fair-trade or
sustainable developement
approach
13

3. TECHNICAL STUDY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bibliography
Formulation approach
Sensorial analysis
Description of product composition
Fabrication diagram
Technical specifications of optimized product
Stability: Validation of product’s
microbiological quality
• Health / nutrition

4. TECHNOLOGICAL
STUDY
• Suppliers selection
• Proposal of process line

5. SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
•Suppliers analysis
•Packaging eco-design
•Choice of industrial tool

• Workshop characteristics
• Production organization

•Production conditions
•Logistics and supply chain
•Simulation LCA-type analysis

• Predictive risk analysis

13

NATIONAL COMPETITION
AVIGNON – First week of July– 3 days
•
•
•

Different panels: technical…etc
Public presentation = stalls
Tasting product s: jury and visitors

NATIONAL COMPETITION
Prizes
•
•
•
•
•
•

ECOTROPHELIA Gold
ECOTROPHELIA Silver
ECOTROPHELIA Bronze
ECOTROPHELIA Innovation F&V
Special prize Marketing et Communication
Special prize Nutrition

COMPETENCES?
Janvier

Février

Mars

Avril

Mai

Juin

Business
model
Mix
marketing

Creativity

Marketi
ng study

Consumer
survey

Business model
Mix
marketing
Analyse sensorielle

Business plan

Regulations
Sensory
evaluation
Formulation of product
Nutrition

Marketing
Business and sales
R&D
Packaging
Quality
Production

Microbio.
stability

packaging

Optimisation
R&D
Nutrition

QHSE

Microbiology
industrilization
Process design
Organisation
production

DEVELOPED SKILLS

•

Project management; Innovation management

•

Specific skills : product formulation, industrialization, business plan, sensory analysis Ecodesign of packaging, Competition nationally recognized by Companies

ISARA
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

TROPHÉLIA

ÉCOTROPHÉLIA

France

Europe
Eco-innovation

National competition in food innovation

At ISARA:
• Participation since 2002
• More than 200 students involved
• Development of more than 35 products
• 2 ongoing project for industrialization
• 1 developed and marketed product

ISARA – 13 PRIZES
•
•

2009 FESTIPIC
2010 TOASTILEGUM’S
panini bread made from 50% vegetables

•

2013 ICI&LA
organic food, based on legumes (soups,
burgers,…etc)

• 2019 Orizginal
organic food, based on legumes (soups,
burgers,…etc)

Gold France
Gold France
Bronze Europe
Gold France
Gold Europe

Gold France
Europe in October
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ECOTROPHELIA 2019
ISARA GOLD PRIZE

Origzinal
19

ECOTROPHELIA 2019
• The 1st vegetable dessert in three
layers: a crisp biscuit with roasted

notes, a creamy rice preparation and a
fruity glaze.
• Composed exclusively of organic and
French ingredients,
• Nutriscore B
• No additives or preservatives thanks to
the fermentation process.
• Suitable for lactose intolerant and
vegans.
20

ECOTROPHELIA 2013

Gold France
Gold Europe

21

EUROPEAN COMPETITION
• Meeting of des laureates
participating countries

from

European

• At the International Exhibition of Food Innovation
• A prestigious event in English

24

ECOTROPHELIA EUROPE 2018 : 17 EU Participants

1. BELGIUM - Bizza
2. CROATIA - Flipsos
3. DENMARK - CheeseIt!
4. FRANCE - Hush
5. GERMANY - Kof.co
6. GREECE - Chestnicks
7. HUNGARY - Brewbun
8. ICELAND - Brewbar
9. ITALY - Spire
10. LITHUANIA - Buckwheat bar
11. THE NETHERLANDS - Panggies
12. PORTUGAL - Bean Ready
13. ROMANIA - Whoppie Ice
14. SERBIA - Acornico
15. SLOVENIA - Mousse-have
16. SPAIN - Essenza di Vega
17. UNITED KINGDOM - Pom puffs

2
3

SUMMARY
• Students apply their knowledge for the development
of an eco-innovative product
• Students acquire transversal skills that lead them to
develop a business plan.
• Students develop their creativity, observation,
listening, teamwork, entrepreneurship and innovation
skills
• Students are able to manage a real multidisciplinary
project from A to Z.
24

THANK YOU

Co-Funded by the European Union

CAPACITY BUILDING COURSE OF TEFSI PROJECT

TRAINING SESSION of UniSG
Learning through experience.
An action-based approach (by UNISG):
Field-trip cases
Paola Migliorini & Charlotte Prelorentzos
Thematic didactic trip contents Coordinator
University of Gastronomic Sciences (UNISG)

Field trips at UNISG

www.unisg.it
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Field trips at Undergraduate
The didactic trip is a unique way of exploring international food systems and
gastronomic cultures of the world, integrating the educational path of the
classroom with a direct and personal ﬁeld experience.
Study Trip

1st year

Credits

2nd year

Credits

3rd year

Credits

1

Coffee

1

Oli

1

Water & other
Beverages

1

2

Agri-food Systems #1

1

Pasta & Rice

1

Food Retail &
Distribution

1

3

Italy A

1.5

EU

1.5

EU

1.5

4

Italy B

1.5

Extra EU

1.5

Extra EU

1.5

5

Mountain Pastures

1

Agri-food Systems #2

1

Islands

1

Tot

6

6

6

Travel list and CFU
Territorial study trips = green; Thematic study trips = yellow

www.unisg.it
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Experiential learning

&

Dewey, J. (1933). How We Think. Buffalo, NY, USA: Prometheus Books.

www.unisg.it
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Thematic ﬁeld trip at Undergraduate
Study Trip
(thematic)

# Year of
Triennale

Core Skill
Introduction / Focus
(* in focus and only in practice)

1 Agri-food
Systems #1

1st

Observation and Dialogue*

2 Coffee

1st

Dialogue and Observation

3 Oli

2nd

Reflection and Participation

4 Pasta

2nd

Reflection and Participation

5 Agri-food
Systems #2

2nd

Visioning

6 Food Retail &
Distribution

3rd

all in practice

7 Water & other
Beverages

3rd

all in practice

Examples for WS Elements
to practice

FishBowl, World Café,
1-2-4-Plenum dialogue,
Rules/Advises for Collaboration,
Active Listening, etc.
Rich Picture (mapping +
sharing), How to Give Feedback
Session,, Walk 'n' Talk, etc.
Story-Board/Prototyping,
Creating Moodboards, etc.

www.unisg.it
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Observation Competence
… is the competence of carefully examining
situations in the “world out there” with
which you are confronted, before you
make any judgements about the situation.
This has the intention of an unbiased
examination.
Lieblein, G.; Breland, T.A.; Francis, C.; Ostergaard, E. Agroecology Education: Action-oriented
Learning and Research. J. Agric. Educ. Ext. 2012, 18, 27–40.
Migliorini, P. & Lieblein, G. (2016). Facilitating Transformation and Competence Development in
Sustainable Agriculture University Education: An Experiential and Action Oriented Approach.
Sustainability, 8(12), 1243, 1-15.

www.unisg.it
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Dialogue Competence
... is the core competency of performing a
two-way communication. The willingness
to be inﬂuenced by the views of others, to
set your own beliefs and opinions aside is
key to the development of this
competence.
Lieblein, G.; Breland, T.A.; Francis, C.; Ostergaard, E. Agroecology Education: Action-oriented
Learning and Research. J. Agric. Educ. Ext. 2012, 18, 27–40.
Migliorini, P. & Lieblein, G. (2016). Facilitating Transformation and Competence Development in
Sustainable Agriculture University Education: An Experiential and Action Oriented Approach.
Sustainability, 8(12), 1243, 1-15.

www.unisg.it
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Dialogue Competence
The group brings to the dialog with the producers and the stakeholders
in the food system:
… past experiences and knowledge of the individual group members
… theory, concepts and tools from the course and other relevant
sources
… communication and energy within the group and with others
having relevant knowledge or points of view

www.unisg.it
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Dialogue Rules
★ Stay focused
★ Don’t judge other opinions
★ Think big ≠ there are no boundaries
★ Trust the process and the instruction of your moderator
★ Your time to shine

www.unisg.it
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Participation Competence

… is the competence of participating
in work in the ﬁeld, not as a distant
observer, but rather with personal
commitment
and
dedication
in
interaction with different stakeholders.
Lieblein, G.; Breland, T.A.; Francis, C.; Ostergaard, E. Agroecology Education: Action-oriented
Learning and Research. J. Agric. Educ. Ext. 2012, 18, 27–40.
Migliorini, P. & Lieblein, G. (2016). Facilitating Transformation and Competence Development in
Sustainable Agriculture University Education: An Experiential and Action Oriented Approach.
Sustainability, 8(12), 1243, 1-15.

www.unisg.it
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Visioning Competence
… is the competency of not just repeating
what already has been thought, but to
think “outside the box” in new and
creative ways. It is about the ability to
visualize a desired future so concretely
that you would recognize it if you came
across it.
Lieblein, G.; Breland, T.A.; Francis, C.; Ostergaard, E. Agroecology Education: Action-oriented
Learning and Research. J. Agric. Educ. Ext. 2012, 18, 27–40.
Migliorini, P. & Lieblein, G. (2016). Facilitating Transformation and Competence Development in
Sustainable Agriculture University Education: An Experiential and Action Oriented Approach.
Sustainability, 8(12), 1243, 1-15.

www.unisg.it
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Visioning Competence
Where there is no vision, the people perish.
— Proverbs 29:18
“A vision is the guiding principle in a long-term transformational
change undertaken by choice. It captures the essence of the
preferred future. It is a simple yet precious commodity, as it can
mean the difference between successful and unsuccessful
transformational change. Visioning is an intensive process that
involves soul-searching and should not be undertaken lightly. If an
organization is doing ﬁne, and just needs to make some small
changes, there is really no need to re-envision itself.”
Bishop P.C., Hines A. (2012) Visioning. In: Teaching about the Future. Palgrave Macmillan, London

www.unisg.it
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Reﬂection Competence

… means the ability to link own experiences
to theory in sustainable agriculture and
to personal development.
Lieblein, G.; Breland, T.A.; Francis, C.; Ostergaard, E. Agroecology Education: Action-oriented
Learning and Research. J. Agric. Educ. Ext. 2012, 18, 27–40.
Migliorini, P. & Lieblein, G. (2016). Facilitating Transformation and Competence Development in
Sustainable Agriculture University Education: An Experiential and Action Oriented Approach.
Sustainability, 8(12), 1243, 1-15.

www.unisg.it
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Reﬂection Competence
1. Reﬂection is a meaning-making process that moves a learner from
one experience into the next with deeper understanding of its
relationships with and connections to other experiences and
ideas. It is the thread that makes continuity of learning possible, and
ensures the progress of the individual and, ultimately, society. It is
a means to essentially moral ends.
2. Reﬂection is a systematic, rigorous, disciplined way of thinking,
with its roots in scientiﬁc inquiry.
3. Reﬂection needs to happen in community, in interaction with
others.
4. Reﬂection requires attitudes that value the personal and
intellectual growth of oneself and of others.
John Dewey 1938 Experience and education Kappa Delta Pi, 1938, ISBN 0-684-83828-1
www.unisg.it
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3 Key Elements of Action and Experiential Learning
Asking Questions
… shifts assumptions
… opens creativity
… makes you think
… it opens the ﬁeld
… focus on understanding and not on ﬁxed
statements as result
Prelorentzos, C.,2018: Learning by Experience and Action: Study Trips of the University of
Gastronomic Sciences as a Case Study. Master Thesis University of Gastronomic Science.

www.unisg.it
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3 Key Elements of Action and Experiential Learning
Action and Reﬂection
... engage with each other
... learning in context and surrounding of it
... reﬂection turns experience into knowledge
Use the Power of Teams
... diverse backgrounds, experience & interdisciplinarity lead to synergy
... by sharing & collaboration real life experiences are practiced
... facilitator creates a safe space, supports “outside the box” thinking
and activates students’ potential
Prelorentzos, C.,2018: Learning by Experience and Action: Study Trips of the University of
Gastronomic Sciences as a Case Study. Master Thesis University of Gastronomic Science.

www.unisg.it
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RE-THINK: Learning Landscapes
... university isn’t school
… bridging both worlds (theoretical academia and practical society)
… training camp for professional life and experiential ﬁeld to practice
… there is more than one answer and point of view
… learning process for all actors:
teachers, students, non-academic actores
Lieblein, G.; Breland, T.A.; Francis, C.; Ostergaard, E. Agroecology Education: Action-oriented
Learning and Research. J. Agric. Educ. Ext. 2012, 18, 27–40.
Migliorini, P. & Lieblein, G. (2016). Facilitating Transformation and Competence Development in
Sustainable Agriculture University Education: An Experiential and Action Oriented Approach.
Sustainability, 8(12), 1243, 1-15.

www.unisg.it
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RE-THINK: Teacher Role
… including several learning purposes: knowledge, experience,
and competencies
... less control → “be prepared for the unknown!”
… grounded solid knowledge and pedagogical skills are essential
… shift from teaching to facilitating
.... teacher should ask themselves:
“In what ways can we educate students to become effective agents of
change in the dynamic context of current global problems [...]?”
Lieblein, G.; Breland, T.A.; Francis, C.; Ostergaard, E. Agroecology Education: Action-oriented
Learning and Research. J. Agric. Educ. Ext. 2012, 18, 27–40.
Migliorini, P. & Lieblein, G. (2016). Facilitating Transformation and Competence Development in
Sustainable Agriculture University Education: An Experiential and Action Oriented Approach.
Sustainability, 8(12), 1243, 1-15.
www.unisg.it
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RE-THINK: Student Role
… overcoming traditional learning and teaching pattern
… switching from passive knowledge receiver to interactive learner
... include emotions and experiences
… take responsibility for their learning process
Lieblein, G.; Breland, T.A.; Francis, C.; Ostergaard, E. Agroecology Education: Action-oriented
Learning and Research. J. Agric. Educ. Ext. 2012, 18, 27–40.
Migliorini, P. & Lieblein, G. (2016). Facilitating Transformation and Competence Development in
Sustainable Agriculture University Education: An Experiential and Action Oriented Approach.
Sustainability, 8(12), 1243, 1-15.

www.unisg.it
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Methods & Activities
Method
→ PGI (Plenary - Group - Individual)
Activities & Tools
1. Rich picture activity - holistic approach
2. Knowledge maps based on Multi-Perspective-Approach: Production, Environment,
Economy, Social Prospectives, Past <> Future and the Food System Dimension.
3. Reﬂection activities: What was the best moment of the trip? What made you
wonder? What do you still not understand? What would you like to share with the
group?
4. Panel activities (discussions, role plays, students teaching students rounds, etc.)

www.unisg.it
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Structure of Thematic ﬁeld trip

www.unisg.it
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Expected Outputs
OUTPUT 1st phase
1. Preparation Knowledge map incl. black spots & questions

OUTPUT 3rd phase
1. Reﬂection notes [optional]
2. Finalized Knowledge map
3. Knowledge assessment (Exam)

www.unisg.it
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1st Phase Agenda
1) Introduction - 5 min
2) Explanation of core competence focus - 10 min
3) Theoretical introduction of topic - 20 min
4) Discussion/Exchange in plenary - 20 min [optional]
6) Introduction of 2nd phase agenda - 10 min
→ → → B R E A K 15 min & split into groups
6) Prepare the 2nd phase by using the MPA
and map your knowledge and open spots - 50-70 min
7) Upload the output on BlackBoard/Google Drive - 5 min

www.unisg.it
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2nd Phase Agenda

Students go for one week on experiential phase.

www.unisg.it
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3rd Phase Agenda
1) Introduction of activities - 25 min
→ → → Split into groups
2) Reﬂection activity of 2nd phase

- 45 min

3) Finalize / complete your knowledge map and other outputs - 45 min
→ → → B R E A K 15 min & go back to main aula
4) Exchange & discussion - 30 min
5) Knowledge assessment (Exam) - 30 min
6) Upload the output on BlackBoard/Google Drive - 5 min

www.unisg.it
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What Resources are needed?
1st and 3rd phase:

2nd phase:

- Facilitators

- connections for good visits

- Rooms

- Transportation

- Workshop material: paper,

- Accommodation

pens, colors, post-it’s,

- Food/catering

templates, etc.
- e-learning plattform: i.g.
Blackboard

www.unisg.it
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THANK YOU!
Don’t hesitate to contact us if you have further questions:
Paola Migliorini
Charlotte Prelorentzos

p.migliorini@unisg.it
c.prelorentzos@unisg.it

www.unisg.it
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TERROIR – interactive market and
shop survey on terroir products
during excursions
Alexander Wezel and Aurélie Ferrer
Isara, France

Objectives of a survey during an excursion
• To deepen a certain topic and familiarise students more
with it during an excursion or field trip
• To get them from listening and observing to taking
action (more active learning)
• To get them in contact with stakeholders of the territory
(human component)
• To encourage them to adopt a holistic approach in their
analysis of a study area (different components and
scales)
• To get them involved and have a good group dynamic
for the rest of the programme

Operationnal aspects
• Excursion with the class (4-5 topics, group of 5/6
students)
• Common visits, interviews or meetings
• Specific visits and interviews per group
• Each student group has a car
• 3 weeks module
Can be adapted depending of the programme

The place

The place

Topic: Terroir products
Common French expression that refers to products
made in a given place and connected with that place.
The difference with local products is that these
products relate to the local culture and tradition.
More than historical belonging, this relationship is
based on collective know-how. A real terroir product
is a popular product and looked for outside the region
where it comes from.
Barham 2003, Sylvander et al. 2005

Schedule

Preparation
1

n
n

1

Excursion
2

3

Work on results
2

4

3

Lecture in-class: presentation of the field trip, the territory and the
group works
Mandatory meetings with the supervisor of the group project
Documents

Oral presentation in classroom (presentation, question, debate)

Preparing before excursion
• Define what is a terroir product,
what a local or regional product;
looking at product labels
• Literature and internet research on terroir products
in the region
• Preparation of a questionnaire (market, shops,
consumers)
• Organize data collection (in integrating other
students from other groups in the work)
• Contact some stakeholders and fix interview dates
• Provide a research plan with research questions

Schedule
Preparation
1

n
n

1

Excursion
2

3

Work on results
2

4

3

Lecture in-class: presentation of the field trip, the territory and the
group works
Mandatory meetings with the supervisor of the group project
Documents

(1) Framework paper: Context, topic, research questions, material and methods
including questionnaire and strategy of interviewer management
(2) Progress paper: Context, research questions, hypothesis and detailed outline of
report
(3) Final report: Introduction, Research questions, Material & methods, Results,
Discussion, Reference list

Oral presentation in classroom (presentation, question, debate)

During excursion: Carrying out the survey
• Interviews on a farmers market, in shops,
supermarkets, bakery, …
• Interviewing consumers
• Additional questions in
interviews with farmers
• Special other visits

Schedule
Preparation
1

n
n

1

Excursion
2

3

Work on results
2

4

3

Lecture in-class: presentation of the field trip, the territory and the
group works
Mandatory meetings with the supervisor of the group project
Documents

(1) Framework paper: Context, topic, research questions, material and methods
including questionnaire and strategy of interviewer management
(2) Progress paper: Context, research questions, hypothesis and detailed outline of
report
(3) Final report: Introduction, Research questions, Material & methods, Results,
Discussion, Reference list

Oral presentation in classroom (presentation, question, debate)

Work after excursion
• Analyse data from survey: what type of terroir products
found, where sold, what bought by consumers and their
knowledge about terroir products?
• Data from literature and internet research:
characterization of specificities of products and qualify if
local, regional, or terroir product
• Write a report. Discuss importance of products for
farmers, consumers (tourists) and local food system
• Make a group presentation

Schedule
Preparation
1

n
n

1

Excursion
2

3

Work on results
2

4

3

Lecture in-class: presentation of the field trip, the territory and the
group works
Mandatory meetings with the supervisor of the group project
Documents

(1) Framework paper: Context, topic, research questions, material and methods
including questionnaire and strategy of interviewer management
(2) Progress paper: Context, research questions, hypothesis and detailed outline of
report
(3) Final report: Introduction, Research questions, Material & methods, Results,
Discussion, Reference list

Oral presentation in classroom (presentation, question, debate)

Learning outcomes
• Learning to develop a research plan and define
research questions
• Ability to conduct a research process with data
management (planning data collection,
collection, analysis, evaluation, discussion)
• Develop organisation skills: organisation within
group, with other students, communication
and collaboration with other students or
stakeholders

Learning outcomes
• Learn to apply a systems approach: enlarge
views and analysis in putting their work in
connection with topics and work of other
groups (data, information exchange, discussion
in the report)
• Enhance writing skills: group report writing, oral
presentation
• Enhance presentation skills: oral group
presentation with
participation of all and
defining roles during
presentation

Evaluation
Grades: 4 ECTS
Final report (group)
- Content: Introduction, Research questions, Material &
methods, Results, Discussion, Reference list
- graded by the supervisor of the group work
- 1 group grade (2 ECTS)
Oral presentation (group + individual)
- Usually a ppt, sometimes a movie or a poster
- graded by jury of 2 teachers
- 1 group grade (1 ECTS) and 1 individual grade (1 ECTS)
Not graded:
Assessment of skills to work in group
Each student assesses is own skills and the skills of
each member of his group, then discussion

Some terroir products

Thanks for your attention

Transformation of European Food Systems Towards
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Group work processes - Belbin roles

Maša Tonković Grabovac
Department of psychology
Croatian Studies
University of Zagreb
2nd CAPACITY BUILDING COURSE OF TEFSI PROJECT, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Agriculture,
Svetošimunska cesta 25, Zagreb, Croatia, 2nd-4th October 2019

Icebreaker demonstration

Which team was the most successful?
• V.1. Each team member will
work alone.
• V.2. All team members will work
together.
• V.3. Each team member will
work alone, but first make an
arrangement to make sure that
every team member is searching
a separate area of the picture.

Why are teams important?
• Do you use teamwork in your classroom?
• What about your experience as a team member?
– SLI.DO
#M776
• Research show connection with organizational
success
• Job characteristics have changed
• Cooperation is inevitable

What makes a team?
• SLI.DO
#M776
= a group of individuals working together to achieve their goal
•
•
•
•

Common goal
Synergy
Individual and shared responsibility
Complementary skills

Determinants of team success

INPUT

TEAM PROCESS

OUTPUT

• task characteristics
• team members
• organizational context
• cultural context

• leadership
• cohesion
• decision making

• productivity
• creativity
• sustainability
• members’ satisfaction
• personal growth and
development

• Guzzo i Shea (1992)

BELBIN TEAM ROLES

Belbin team roles
• Research showed that the most successful teams were
made up of a diverse mix of behaviours
• Research showed that the most successful teams were
made up of a diverse mix of behaviours
• Each team needs access to each of the nine Team Role
behaviours to become a high performing team
– However, this doesn't mean that every team requires nine
people!
– Most people will have two or three Team Roles that they
are most comfortable with, and this can change over time.

ideas

relationship

action

https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/

https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/

https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/

https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/

https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/

https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/

https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/

https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/

https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/

https://www.belbin.com/about/belbin-team-roles/

Testing

WHAT IS YOUR TYPICAL TEAM
ROLE?

Q&A

Transformation of European Food Systems Towards
Sustainability by Transnational, Innovative Teaching
Co-Funded by the European Union

Feedback and Peer-feedback

Susanne Bügel, U-CPH, Department of Nutrition, Exercise and
Sports, DK
With kind support from Christine Holm, Department of Science
Education, and Katrine Kaas and Henrik Kaas, E-learning, KU, DK

23/07/2020

Agenda for workshop
• Feedback and peer feedback, what, why and how?

• Ideas, ressources, examples
• Formative and summative feedback in your own course
• Peer feedback in your own courses?

2

Feedback to students
What do we mean about feedback?
A reaction on a product made by one or more students,
aiming at improving and learning.
Products: oral, written, performances, actions,…

Formative feedback
• Aiming forward
• Goal: to developeand improve
• Focus on process
• Creates progression

Summative feedback
• Aiming backwards
• Goal: to examine a result
• Control and documentation
• Uses scale

23/07/2020

Why is good feedback important?
=> Promotes meta-cognition and Self-Directed learning

•
•
•
•
•
•

One of the most effective learning tools
Helps students understand the requirement placed on them
Helps students evaluate where they stand academically
Helps students understand the academic content (both concepts and processes)
Helps students find the next step in their learning process
Is motivating and enhances job satisfaction

Feedback should in principle always be adjusted to the specific student in order to be most
efficient on bringing the student from the present level to the desired level indicated in the
learning goals.

4

23/07/2020

Why peer feedback?
Abundant evidence of the benefits of engaging students in peer feedback
• Peer feedback promotes learning
• When students have to apply evaluation criteria themselves, they can develop their
understanding of the learning objectives
• Students can get experience of different solutions to tasks, which can help to
develop an appreciation of what counts as quality work in the discipline or subject
area
• Peer feedback can enhance active participation, motivation, professional and social
engagement in the subject and the study program.

• Political and student demand: Politicians and Students ask for more feedback (at
least here at UCPH)
• Lack of time and resources: University teachers time for giving feedback is limited

5

23/07/2020

Where shall we go?
Students often struggle with the translation from formal
requirements to their own work
→Criteria-based feedback and rubrics can help:

6

23/07/2020

7

23/07/2020

8

23/07/2020

Criteria based feedback

9

23/07/2020

Peer-feedback challenges

Student’s don’t take it seriously
Student’s have difficulties being critical, lack feedback literacy
Student’s prefer teacher feedback and teacher assessment

10

23/07/2020

Feedback dialogue sheet
Assignment/Criteria

Feedback from
teacher/peers

Student
reflection/reaction

Student action plan

1

It is hard to see how…
I would suggest …

What we meant was …
Next time we will try
….

We have tried to ….
Our focus is on ….

2
3
…

11

23/07/2020
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Planning of (peer) feedback
Time frame (how much time, where in the course)
Purpose of the feedback (eg. to correct academic content, or encourage reflection and dialogue? to
motivate students and keep them in the programme? To teach assessment criterias for exam?
Objective (What is the intended use of the peer feedback? Refine product? For next assignment? What are
the student supposed to do after the feedback?)
Which products (smaller exercises, essays, oral presentation …)
Form (Oral, written, progression rubrics, closed questions, open comments)
Criterias (learning progression related to course learning objectives, taxonomy, core concepts, broader
competences, formalia and communication. Dependent of genre)

Roles and relationsships (Peers vs teacher, how to get student engaged in peer feedback, what are the role
of the teachers, social issues among students)
(Bruun og Riecker, 2015, in University Teaching and Learning p. 264 ff.)

23/07/2020

Feedback and peer feedback in your courses

• Experiences?
• Ideas on where how to plan peer feedback in your course?
(purpose, objective, form, roles and relationsships

13

23/07/2020

Task 4. Put silver stars on formative and

gold stars on summative tests

Week
1-4

Week
5-8

project

14

23/07/2020

Formative and summative assessment
Example of pattern (1 week)
Before lecture

Example of pattern (7 weeks)
Week 1

Week 2-5
During lecture

Week 6-7

After lecture

• Consider the need for feedback
• Teaching methods need to align with exam form.

15

23/07/2020

Feedback and peer feedback in your courses
• Put silver stars on formative and gold stars on summative tests on
your ABC storyboard
• Discuss relevant feedback criterias for a student task in your
course, and draw up a rubric with progression steps for some of
the criterias

16

23/07/2020
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Resources
(in Danish and some content in English): •www.ind.ku.dk/feedbackExamples, resources, guides, etc.
•Online and blended learning -https://obl.ku.dk/KU-cases and tools relevant for giving feedback (in English)
•Rienecker and Bruun, 2013: Kapitel 4.6.1 Feedback, i University Teaching and Learning,(Rienecker, Jørgensen,
Dolin, Ingerslev (eds.) 2013), Samfundslitteratur.
•Hattie, J., & Timperley, H. (2007). The Power of Feedback. Review of Educational Research, 77(1), 81-112.
•University of Edinburghs ”The Enhancing Feed-back” website:
http://www.enhancingfeedback.ed.ac.uk/Extensive collection of resources, strategies, case examples and ideas
for both staff and students
•AU Educate, theme on Feedback: http://educate.au.dk/en/themes/feedback/Examples, exercises and tools to
be used for feedback in teaching.
•SDU’s Tool for Developing Feedback Activities (VUF): http://sduup.sdu.dk/vuf-enExamples on different
feedback forms.
•UNSW Sydney, Website on Assessment and Feedback: https://teaching.unsw.edu.au/assessmentToolkit with
ideas, guidelines and practical strategies
12
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Sustainable diet approach
Dr. Ulrike Eberle
Prof. Dr. Johannes Kahl

CAPACITY BUILDING COURSE OF TEFSI PROJECT

Faculty of Organic Agricultural
Sciences

▪ Focus on organic agricultural education
→ prominent position in the German & international university
landscape with its definitive organic profile.
▪ Interdisciplinary & open-minded education
▪ Main teaching topics:

– maintenance of nutrient cycles,
– the reflected use of means in organic agriculture and food production,
– balanced relation between productive and ‘non-productive’ areas such as
landscape protection
– research along the food chain including marketing, nutrition cultures as well
as consumer studies
– and the link between agricultural practice, regional market and rural
development.

▪ Inter- & transdisciplinary approach in teaching / multinational teams
▪ High awareness of social responsibility to ensure sustainable food
security

Section: Organic Food Quality &
Food Culture
▪ The central theme in teaching, research and knowledge transfer is the
contextual relationship between healthy diets & sustainable food
systems
▪ Master courses:
– International Food Business & Consumer Studies (with the Fulda University of
Applied Sciences)
– Sustainable Food Systems (with the Fulda University of Applied Sciences)
– Sustainable International Agriculture (with the University of Göttingen)

▪ Methods:
– Inter- & transdisciplinary
– seminar style with a mixture of lecture, group work and other forms of
interactive learning (also IT-based)
– individual presentations
– exemplary testing of concepts based e.g. on given case studies is part of the
individual services (e.g. application of QACCP models, sustainable cookbook)

Idea of the course

Basic information
▪ Module in the International master programme at the
University of Kassel in the Department Organic Food
Quality and Food Culture / Prof. Dr. Johannes Kahl
▪ 8h per week, 9 weeks per semester (72h)

Intended learning outcomes
▪ Knowledge: Students are able to describe the
interactions of diets, sustainability and human
nutrition/health.
▪ Skills:
– Students are able to assess the impacts of a dish/meal
on sustainability and nutrition parameters
– Students are able to think target oriented
▪ Competences: conceptual understanding of how
nutrition, culture and sustainability are linked

National dish
▪ Binding element for the course topics

▪ Concrete & personal entry point for the students

Topics of the course (I)
Nutritional guidelines

Sensory analysis

Geographical
indications & terroir

Sustainability

National dishes work

MedDiet & New Nordic
Diet

Topics of the course (II)
Traditional knowledge

Presentations

Cooking & Eating

Contents
▪ Culture and cultural patterns of diets
▪ Interactions of food quality and lifestyle on sustainability
and human health
▪ Healthy diets within sustainable food systems
▪ Model diets such as Mediterranean Diet and New Nordic
Diet
▪ Agenda 2030 / Sustainabe Development Goals
▪ Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
▪ Optimization of a dish/meal according to sustainability
and nutritional impacts
▪ Role of organic food systems

Mix of methods
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Lectures
Individual & group work
Presentations of students
Written summaries
Cooking & Eating in Organic Food Lab

Assignments
▪ Presentation on how the national dish has been
optimized towards enhanced sustainability and
health (7-10 Min, max. 10 slides)
▪ Short written summary of the assignment (2
pages) as part of the cook book
▪ Presentation (3 Min, 3 slides) on another
national dish, selction of 3 dishes per group &
cooking together in the Food Lab (2 groups)

Materials

Cook book

Cook book

Cook book

Cook book

Cook book

http://www.epages.dk/ku/1381/

Work on national dishes (I)
▪ 1. Selection of a traditional meal or dish from
the home region
▪ 2. Description of the foods, their origin
production incl. pre-processing
▪ 3. Description of the recipes for each part of the
meal, also tradition and cultural background
▪ 4. Description of the qualities of the dish
including way of eating and preparation

Work on national dishes (II)
▪ 5. Analysing the impact of the dish and the foods
on sustainability and health indicators
▪ 6. Develop strategies for improvement of the
meal/dish including the way of production
towards better health and sustainability on all
levels (foods, recipes, meal)

Product Carbon Footprint
Calculation

PCF of potato crisps
A company produces 1 ton of potato crisps per year.
Out of one kilogramm potatoes they produce 300g potato crisps. During processing they
need 5 l of plant-based oil to fry 50 kg potatoes. Furthermore, they use 0.43 kWh of
electrical energy and 0.90 kWh of process heat for frying and peeling of 1 kg potatoes.
Moreover, per kilogram potato 150g of potato husk are produced, which will be sold as
feed.
The potato crisps will be packed in units of 200g, with a packaging weight of 5g per 200g
package. The packaging consists of LDPE. During the packaging process 1 per cent of
losses occur, which will be disposed.
Distribution is organised through retailers. The company delivers the crisps to the
wholesale warehouses. The average distance between the company and the wholesalers‘
warehouses is 250km, the distance between wholesalers and retail shops is in average
100km.
Please be aware that the mentioned figures are just estimates and do not necessarily represent the
real situation of potato crisp production in a company!

Selected data
Activity/product

Amount

Unit

Source

Potato production (DE, 2010)

0.069

kg CO2e/kg

GEMIS 4.93

Cooled storage of potatoes (DE, 2010)

0.053

kg CO2e/kg

GEMIS 4.93

Rape seed oil (DE, 2010)

1.466

kg CO2e/kg

GEMIS 4.93

Process heat food industry (EU, 2010)

0.342

kg CO2e/kWh

GEMIS 4.93

Electricity grid (DE, 2010)

0.606

kg CO2e/kWh

GEMIS 4.93

Packaging (LDPE, generic)

1.839

kg CO2e/kg

GEMIS 4.93

lorry transport, 40t

0.086

kg CO2e/tkm

TREMOD 4.17

lorry transport, 7.5t

0.389

kg CO2e/tkm

TREMOD 4.17

Task
Please calculate the PCF:
▪ Goal & scope definition (i.e. functional unit,
system boundaries)
▪ Modelling (calculator)
▪ Life Cycle Impact Assessment
▪ Interpretation
Please present your results shortly (5 min)!

Presenting PCF calculation results
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MAESTRO
A PROFESSIONAL WORK-LIFE SIMULATION
FOR STUDENTS
-

JOËL ROBIN

-

jrobin@isara.fr
ISARA – LYON – France

Objectives of MAESTRO
•

Manage a project with a demand from an external client (company,
association,…)

•

Collect and process data (survey, experimental work)

•

Present main results and discuss them (oral presentaiton)

•

Propose recommendations to the client (report)

Operational aspects
•

Group work : 3 or 4 students / group

•

A teacher « tutoring » each group

•

7 weeks without courses = time only dedicated to the management
of the project

Planning
t + 7 weeks
Project
management
= use of tools
studied in
previous
courses

7- Final report and
oral presentation
support
5- Operational work
= data collection

3- Literature
review

1- First meeting
with sponsor
and tutor
t0

8- debriefing
meeting with
sponsor and
tutor

6-Data analysis

4- Choice of
methodologies

2- Definition of
the objectives

Communication
with sponsor and
tutor
= 1 meeting/week

Communication with the tutor / the sponsor
THE GROUP HAS THE FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
- Achievement of the different tasks
- Communication
- Confidentiality
- Image of the school
 Schedule weekly meetings with sponsor and tutor
 Focus the requests and questions to have precise answers

Assessment modalities
Report (25%) : written synthesis (30 pages max.) respecting the structure :
Introduction - State of the art – Material and methods – Results – Discussion Conclusion
Oral presentation (25%) : presentation of 20mn + 10mn questions by the jury (4
teachers)
Assessment by the tutor and the sponsor (50%) : quality of the work, of the
communication, operational value of the results, skills developed by students

IN PARALLEL
Final meeting for the assessment of individual skills: know-how, delegating, soft
skills : each student makes a self-evaluation and evaluates the other students
of the group

Administration of MAESTRO
• SCHOOL :
o Find a large variety of topics adapted to our students (rural development,
agri-food sector, agriculture, ecology, socio-economics)
o Partnership agreement between the company of the sponsor and the
school for the payment of direct costs
o Quantify the global workload and define a precise objective for each
project
o 15 days before the beginning : presentation of each project and choice of
3 projects by each student (ranked choices : 1, 2 and 3)
• GROUP :
o Financial management of the project by the students, with the same tools
and in the same way as employees of the school. Presentation of an
expense sheet with:
o Travel costs
o Accomodation costs
o Purchases of consumables
o Subcontracting

Examples of applications
in the food sector

Bodysvelt : a new “detox” product, mix of organic and
caffeine-free ingredients
• Define the priority consumer target
• Validate the sensory attractiveness
• Finalize the marketing mix (price, packaging, distribution and
communication)

Waste in bakeries and butcher shops
Quantify, as far as possible, the economic losses due to
1/ production work
2/ the unsold products

Opportunity study of a sector of organic and local
processed tomatoes in the region of Lyon
• Interest of the actors (from producers to retailers)
• Outlet (crushed, concentrate, sauce,…)
• Available volumes and demand at the local scale

Conclusion : MAESTRO strengths and weaknesses

• Appreciated by students who
generally like « active pedagogy »
• Quality of the results and client
satisfaction
• Development of student skills
adaptability, creativity, autonomy
• Mutual benefits for students linked
to their group life
• Freedom feeling for the students,
encouraging their creativity and their
productivity
• Development of the school network
with new companies

• Obligation for the coordinator to
« keep the decision » on group
constitution (linked to three
different choices for each student
: 1, 2, 3)
• demotivation of students for a
second or third choice
• Problem of group life, relationship
and personalities… like in the
real-life !!

Conclusion : MAESTRO learning outcomes
New outcomes for:
• Developing his own ability to create
• knowing his profile in collective project management: organizer,
manager, leader, creative,…
• Developing the ability to manage a project in all its dimensions:
administrative aspects, communication, decision-making, capacity to
analyze complex situations
• Developing his know-how: respect for alternative ideas, quality of
communication, diplomacy, autonomy management
• Deploying technical skills developed (separately) during previous
courses: GIS, statistics, communication, IT, ...

Thank you
for your attention

Frameworking
Teaching
TEFSI Capacity Building Course
Lars Klingenberg
Department of Nutrition, Exercise and Sports
University of Copenhagen

Ask Questions on Padlet

bit.ly/frame_teach
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21st Century Skills
Student Motivation
Learning Environment
Physical Environment
Learning Outcomes

Content
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4
/2019

Why is framing important?
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5
/2019

Examples of framing

Incorporating Framing in a Course

Framing on Course

7.5 ECTS master course
8 weeks
45 students
Practical course
Group work

Learning Outcomes

Evaluate
Critically judge
Work collaboratively

Outline of the Exercise

Analysis, Reading, Discussion & Writing

Planning

Preparation

Trial Day 1

Trial Day 2

er
S up

Peer
Feedback

Lab Work

v is i

Teacher
Feedback

on

Post
Production

Wash out
Draft 1

Protocol

Draft 2

Final

My Presentation

Video Production

Digitalisation

21st Century Skills
Student Motivation

Collaborative
learning

Problembased
learning

Learning Environment
Physical Environment

Controlled
frustration

Learning Outcomes
Formative
feedback
Content
Bloom’s
taxonomy

Ownership

Constructive
alignment

Self-paced
learning

Creativity

Workfom

Level of
framing

Elements
of framing

Practical
work

10/04
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Content

10/04
1
/2019
6
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Intended Learning Outcomes

Bloom’s Taxonomy

Judge the value of
material

Evaluation
Synthesis
Analysis

Formulate new
structures from existing
knowledge or skills
Understand both the
content and structure
of material

Application

Use learning in new
and concrete
sitauations

Understanding

Grasp the meaning of
material

Knowledge

Remember previously
learned information

Teacher Planning Kit

Constructive Alignment

Learning
Outcomes

Teaching &
Learning
Activities

Assessment

Example from Experimental Nutrition Physiology

• To understand the principles behind study design and different
scientific methods used in nutritional research
TLA:
• Reading material on different study
designs
• Design their own study
Evaluation:
• Write protocol of study
• Write report with method section

Example from Experimental Nutrition Physiology

• Be able to use, and critically evaluate, all the mentioned methods
used for nutritional study design and status assessment.
TLA:
• Reading material on different study
designs
• Use specific methods in the lab
Evaluation:
• Write report with discussion of
methods used
• Compare results from other studies

Example from Experimental Nutrition Physiology

• Be able to design, perform, document and present own methodological
study used for determination of energy and nutritional status.
TLA:
• Design their own study
• Read exercise material
• Read SOPs
• Use logs for documentation
Evaluation:
• Write protocol over study
• Write report with discussion of
methods used
• Disseminate results at the exam

Example from Experimental Nutrition Physiology

• To evaluate and critically judge scientific results.

TLA:
• Collect data from own study
• Calculate statistics
Evaluation:
• Write report with discussion of
methods used and compare results
to other studies
• Disseminate results at the exam

Use the course your were working
on during the ABC-workshop.
1. Formulate a set of ILO’s based
on Bloom’s taxonomy
2. Design an exam form that
follows the concept of
constructive alignment
15 min.
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2
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Physical Environment

Lecture halls vs student work areas

Use the course your were working
on during the ABC-workshop.
Use the ILO’s created previously.
1. Create the perfect physical
environment to facilitate
learning
2. What are the obstacles at your
institution?
10 min.

10/04
2
/2019
8

4

Learning Environment

”If you're not prepared
to be wrong, you will
never come up with
anything original.”
– Sir Ken Robinson

Use the course your were working
on during the ABC-workshop.
1. Which elements (if any) could
you implement on your course
2. What are the obstacles?

10 min.

10/04
3
/2019
4

5

Student Motivation

• Self-paced learning
• Ownership
• Creativity

10/04
3
/2019
6

6

21st Century Skills

Examples of 21st Century Skills

• Collaboration
• Problem solving
• Innovation
• (Self)evaluation
• Communication
• Self-directed learning
• GROUP WORK

Group Work Process

Ambitions
Expectations
Competence mapping
Roles
Meeting protocol
Contract
Meetings

39
10/04/2019
Processes of Project Group

Group Work Process

Make a short presentation
Start the contract process using the
guidelines
Describe your group objectives
Describe your meeting procedures
Update the log book on Absalon
Sign and celebrate your contract
Create your first agenda
Start the creative phase

Use the Belbin role chart.
1. Find out which roles you have
in your group
2. What are the pros and cons?

10 min.

Learning for Me

New methods – new experiences
Fight and evolve
Frustration is fuel
Creativity
Group dynamics

?

Thank you for
your attention!

GROUP WORK PROCESS
GROUP WORK CONTRACT
Before you start discussing the topics of interest in your project or assignment, you must prepare the ground for a
fruitful group work. It is imperative that you use the time to facilitate the group work before embarking on a project
that is heavily relying on a functional group where all group members are aligned in terms of workflow, ambitions,
competencies, priority and so on.
A tool in this regard is the "group work contract". This contract will be the basis of your group work throughout the
course and may be used as inspiration for future group work.
In the following a set of sections are described that should be included in the contract. For each section there is a brief
description, which you may use as inspiration. Finally, you must print and sign the contract before uploading it to
Absalon. Hereby you all commit to the framework of the group work mutually formulated by all the group members.
Before you start writing the contract, it is important that each group member is aware of and state what to expect
from the group work process. Thus, you should all in turn reflect on the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What do we expect from each other in the group and from ourselves?
How do we balance the social aspects and the academic work in the group?
What is the special areas of interest in this project?
What is our level of ambition?
How is the project work prioritised in relation to other obligations and interests?
What do we hope to learn from the project in terms of work process, group work and academic
competencies?

The overall learning outcome and framework of the project is already given in the course description, and in the
description of the exercise. Be sure that you all understand this frame and know what is expected from you in terms
of course deliverables. It is, however, equally important that you discuss the expectations and level of ambition of
each group member and how these expectations and ambitions can be united in a single contract under a common
goal given the framework of the course. In short: what can you agree on and what do you expect to gain from the
group collaboration? The common goal is the declaration of the group and gives the group its identity throughout the
course.

THE CONTENTS OF THE CONTRACT
Overall the contract must contain two sections: 1) objectives and 2) rules of procedure.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the group work are defined by the group’s level of ambition, expectations and responsibilities, and
the competencies and skills needed.

AMBITIONS
Be sure to tune in on the level of ambition in the group. Ask yourself and the group members what you are aiming for.
You will be individually graded on this course, but the grade is heavily influenced by the performance of the group. As
individuals, you can only change the grade with one point. Thus, the grade will be based on the group performance

and will reflect the level of ambitions in the group. You can still, however, have difference individual levels of ambition
in your disseminations. Be sure to be open about this and respect each other’s approaches to this course. Please
notice, that the amount and level of feedback from your supervisor will reflect the group’s level of ambition.
Here are some points to reflect on:
•
•
•

What is the level of our academic work?
How is the work pace defined?
How careful should we be (academically, language wise, presentation wise)

A factor which should not be forgotten is the social ambitions in the group. Is this a working group only or do you have
ambitions on a social level? If you also want to prioritise the social aspects of the group process, then be explicit about
it and include that in your group objective and the rules of procedure (see later) as well.

EXPECTATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
From experience we know, that failing to meet the expectations from a group is the primary source of conflicts. You
have probably experienced group work before and know from your own experience that expectations and
responsibility can indeed spark a conflict. It is quite alright to have expectations to each other – in fact, it can be a
driving force in a group that you take each other seriously and have expectations. Of course, you should respect each
other’s differences and different backgrounds. To discuss and agree on a set of expectations is, thus, pivotal for the
group process and the first line of defence against unfruitful conflicts (use the tool described below).
It might be useful for each group member to reflect on the following questions:
1.
2.
3.

What is the responsibility of each group member in relation to the group?
What is the responsibility of the group in relation to each group member?
Are there responsibilities between group members that should/could be addressed?

From these questions you should write down a set of expectations that is applicable for the group members and the
group as a whole. Expectations should be understood both academically (e.g. homework) and socially (e.g. in terms of
communication). Consider for example what each member should do if he/she cannot meet the expectations of the
group. What is the groups reaction to this and role in this situation? How can you support each other in the group and
help each meet the expectations? Remember that none of us are perfect! Help is often better that punishment.
Use the document on Absalon to clarify your individual objectives (ambitions, expectations, and responsibilities). Once
you have done this, take turn briefly presenting your objectives to the other group members and, when you are not
presenting, listen to the other’s presentation. Once you have presented and listened, try to align the objectives and fill
out the table for the whole group. You will discover, that you do not agree on all points – these are the points you
have to allocate the most attention as those can be the source of conflicts. Negotiate those point and try to find
common ground.

COMPETENCIES
For this course some specific competencies and skills are needed e.g. project management skills, academic writing,
laboratory work, keeping deadlines, etc. As individuals you never have all the competencies and skills needed and
never on a sufficient level. As a group, though, you might possess all the competencies and skills needed for this
course. Thus, it is important to know which competencies and skills are needed and who can take lead on this and use
his/her competencies. You are in fact encouraged to use each other’s skills selectively to produce exactly the product
you want to produce given the level of ambition. Also, you will be hard pressed for time so you will have to delegate

tasks. In other words, you do not have to be involved in all the details of your product, but of course you are
responsible for all parts of the product. The same as any other project in the real world.
Use the simple competency mapping tool on Absalon to map the competencies and skills needed on the course (some
examples are already mentioned but the list is not elaborative). Then map you own individual skills in relation to the
course needs and put in any additional competencies and skills that you might think could contribute to the group –
both academically and in terms of the group work process (e.g. being really good at baking cakes!). Finally, look at all
the maps together and identify both strengths and weaknesses. Consult the map whenever you are facing a task and
make sure to use the competencies within the group to drive the process forward.

RULES OF PROCEDURE
MEETING PROCEDURES
Most of the group work is planned, discussed, processed, and finalised at group meetings. Thus, setting up a
framework for your group meetings will ensure the productiveness of the group when you meet.
Obviously, the framework of these meetings is essential in order to be productive. Many groups suffer from
ineffective meetings as a consequence of poor organisation and planning. The result being unfocused discussions,
poorly prioritised time, loss of a common thread in the portfolio, and ultimately frustration and a low academic
performance.
How tight the structure of the meeting is, vary from group to group based on the composition of the group. As a rule
of thumb, discussions resulting in important decision making requires a tighter organisation than brainstorms, creative
processes, and having innovative discussions.
Each group member has his/her idea of how tightly the meetings should be structured. Some students prefer a loose
organisation while others are not able to perform unless they have a tight framework. Settling on a common level of
organisation is not easy but absolutely necessary. However, it is also necessary constantly to evaluate and reflect on
this structure in order for all group members to feel comfortable in the group and to perform to the best of their
ability.
To secure the group process and keep the group on track regarding your ambitions and expectations, the following
bullets are effective ingredients in group meetings and should be considered when defining your meeting procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Settle on a time frame for your meetings.
Have an agenda for each meeting – and adhere to this (see later).
Be sure that everybody is included in the work.
Decide who will be the moderator and who will take minutes from the meeting (see later).
Base your discussions whenever it is feasible on written material prepared beforehand.
Summarise and conclude on every discussion – also in writing.
Define your homework and be sure that everybody is clear on the task.
Evaluate your meetings and let all group members express their opinion (see later).
Use a proper digital tool (e.g. SquidHub, Google Classroom, or Trello) to support the workflow.

S TARTING THE MEETING
When the group meets it is natural to start out with some small talk not related to academia. Someone may have a
good story, a joke, or you read something exciting on the web. This is a good way to start but set up a time frame for
this. Often, small talk takes up vital time. This is especially the case if the task at hand is a difficult one or if group
members have not done their homework. In these situations, small talk might continue for longer than necessary

making it difficult to be productive. Instead, plan a larger break midway through the meeting where small talk is
allowed and where you can get coffee or even take a walk outside to clear the head.

A GENDA
Having an agenda with time slots for every item is an important tool to keep the work flow on track and to be sure
that no tasks are missed. It is also a tool for prioritising the tasks in the group. Bump up creative or difficult items to
deal with those when you are fresh. Procedure related issues can be dealt with later on.
Use the agenda below as an inspiration for your own standard agenda included in your meeting procedure.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Start meeting (15 min.)
a. Small talk (5 min.)
b. Settle on the agenda and time frames
c. Delegate roles (moderator, rapporteur)
d. Update on unresolved items from last meeting
Homework status
… (academic item #1 – the top item for the day) (x min.)
… (academic item #2) (x min.)
Break (15 min.)
… (academic item #3) (x min.)
… (academic item #4) (x min.)
End meeting – status talk (15 min.)
a. Date, time, and location for the next meeting
b. Tentative agenda
c. Homework assignments
d. Evaluation
e. Update logbook

R OLES
M ODERATOR
Before each meeting, you should choose who will act as moderator at the meeting. The moderator is of course leading
the meeting, but the primary task is to keep track and keep focus – not making the decisions or doing the work.
Keeping track means that adherence to the agenda and that decisions are made in the group in order for the group to
be productive and meet the tasks of the course. Thus, the moderator has to sum up on discussions and highlight what
has been concluded on each discussion. Keeping focus means that the framework of the meeting is kept in terms of
ambitions, expectations, responsibility, and communication. Thus, if a member of the group is not adhering to the
contract, the moderator must gently point that out in order to avoid conflicts.
Unfortunately, poor moderation of a meeting often results in a complete waste of everybody’s time. Thus, this task is
very important and should be taken seriously – and must be respected by the other group members! Whether you
want to take turns being the moderator is up to you – some people are natural moderators and some people are not
comfortable in that position. The important thing is that you all have a responsibility for the success of the moderator.
Agree on your approach and include it in your contract.
After each meeting you should briefly evaluate the moderator. Was the moderator able to keep track and keep focus?
If not, then discuss what should be changed and/or improved.

R APPORTEUR
It might be a good idea to have one member in the group keeping track on the decisions made throughout the
meeting. This should not be a long list of everything that has been said and done at the meeting, but only important
decisions, items to follow up on, and who is doing what until the next meeting. Appointing a rapporteur will secure
that no task falls between chairs and prevent the group from taking up discussions that have already been settled but
where no one was able to remember what was concluded.

E NDING THE MEETING
Every meeting should be rounded off with a status talk. From experience we know that by the end of a meeting we do
not necessarily have the same perception of what has been achieved. By giving time to round off, the group is laying
the ground for a fruitful period between meetings and the next meeting. Often time pressure does not allow for any
status talk and thus potential frustrations are carried over until the next meeting.
Ask yourself the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What did we achieve? Which tasks did we complete and which are still open?
How do we progress from here (e.g. homework)?
What is the agenda for the next meeting?
How was the meeting? Are there reasons for changing the framework (e.g. time, breaks, moderator,
rapporteur, etc.)?

Having the opportunity for all group members to express their opinion on the meeting is vital for the cohesiveness in
the group. Do not start a discussion at this time point – you do not all have to agree on how you think the meeting
progressed. What is important is, that you each present your perception of the meeting and how you think the group
should progress from here – and of course listen to the others, in respect. From these viewpoints the group should
shortly analyse the meeting and agree on potential corrections. If necessary, include items where you strongly
disagree on the agenda for the next meeting – it is important that you end the meeting on a positive note, not a new
discussion.
Before splitting up, the rapporteur updates the group’s logbook (GoogleDoc) based on his/her notes from the meeting
(this is mandatory).

HOMEWORK
You may have to or want to delegate tasks to the members of the group or subgroups. The potential pitfall is that
each group member or subgroup is working along a different path than the others. Using the contract may be a way of
securing the common thread, but there is still a risk that coherency in you work is lost. Another potential pitfall is that
each group member becomes a specialist on a part of your work without the possibility to receive sparring from the
others. Moreover, each group member is responsible for the entire portfolio.
Nevertheless, delegating work is a feasible way to use the different competencies in the group. In addition, delegating
tasks is an effective way to circumvent stagnation in the group. Adhering to the following rules can counteract the
pitfalls:
•
•
•

Rotate the delegated tasks within the group before completion. In this way, each member is elaborating on
other group member’s work.
Discuss the progress of the delegated task. Propose critical questions to the other group members on the
task that you are responsible of.
Before the discussion, the responsible group member starts the discussion by relating the work to the overall
academic problem. This should be done short and crisp.

DEADLINES
Deadlines are an unavoidable thing on a course with written assignments. These external deadlines have to be met, of
course, in order to pass the course. When planning your group work, the external deadlines will serve as the overall
map of your group work process. In addition to the external deadlines you can use internal deadlines or milestones to
facilitate the process. This is often a very good idea. By setting numerous internal deadlines you are sure not to miss a
part of the product and you are sure to be on time. Implement deadlines on all aspects of your group work and make
sure to align them with both your meetings and the external deadlines.
Examples of internal deadline can be:
•
•
•
•
•

Reading the exercise guidelines before… (all)
Talking to Charlotte from the kitchen about food item x before … (group member name)
Setting up search terms for PubMed on … before … (group member name)
Adding minutes to logbog from meeting #1 before … (rapporteur)
Settling date for supervision with … before … (group member name)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS
To keep track on all the small details, files, communication, and decisions in a project it is vital to use a good (digital)
tool. You are strongly recommended to use a tool that is designed for collaborative project management. Not only will
it facilitate the group work process and ensure that you are all in the loop and have access to all information and files,
it will also be a learning experience in using collaborative digital project management tools – something that can save
a project (e.g. a master thesis project) from collapsing from ineffectiveness.
You are of course free to use any tool you find feasible, but SquidHub is recommended. It is a simple, intuitive, and
free web based tool that entails just the three elements needed without any additional fuzz: to do list, files, and
communication.

Competence or skill
Competence or skill

Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

None

Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

None

Project management
Moderator
Facilitator
Creative in …
Academic writing
Proof reading
Laboratory work
Statistics
Human nutrition physiology
Video editing
Camera handling
Oral presentation
Academic English
Trial design
Food science
Social
Keeping deadlines
Additional competency needed #1
Additional competency needed #2
Additional competency needed #3
Additional competency needed #4
Additional competency needed #5

Your competency #1
Your competency #2
Your competency #3
Your competency #4
Your competency #5
Your competency #6
Your competency #7
Your competency #8
Your competency #9
Your competency #10

EXPECTATIONS, AMBITIONS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES
FILL OUT INDIVIDUALLY

What do I expect from
the others in the group
and from myself?

How should we balance
the social aspects and
the academic work in the
group?

What are my special
areas of interest in this
project?

What is my level of
ambition?

How should we define
the work pace?

How is the project work
prioritised in relation to
my other obligations and
interests?

What do I hope to learn
from the project in terms
of work process, group
work and academic
competencies?

What are the
responsibilities of each
group member in
relation to the group?

What are the
responsibilities of the
group in relation to each
member?

Are there responsibilities
between group members
that should/could be
addressed?

FILL OUT IN THE GROUP

What do we expect from
each other in the group
and from ourselves?

How do we balance the
social aspects and the
academic work in the
group?

What are the special
areas of interest in this
project?

What is our level of
ambition?

How do we define the
work pace?

How is the project work
prioritised in relation to
other obligations and
interests?

What do we hope to
learn from the project in
terms of work process,
group work and
academic competencies?

What is the
responsibility of each
group member in
relation to the group?

What is the
responsibility of the
group in relation to each
member?

Are there responsibilities
between group members
that should/could be
addressed?

TEFSI Capacity Building Training
Charles University Enviroment Centre, Prag, 19th-21st February 2020

Theme Centered Interaction (TCI): A Frame-Concept for Education
for Sustainable Development!?
Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack, University of Applied Sciences, Münster,
Germany

1. Welcoming and Raising Awareness of the 4 Factors
Welcome to my presentation to the topic Theme Centered Interaction
(TCI) as a frame-Concept for education for sustainable development!?
I have intentionally placed an exclamation mark and question mark at the
end of the title because I am convinced that TCI is a suitable concept for
Education for Sustainable Development, but I would also like to discuss
this with you.
At the end of my studies 25 years ago I got to know TCI. It inspired me
so much that during the time I graduated in TCI, which means that I can
officially train in TCI. Since then TCI has also shaped my work in groups
and my teaching.
For your first orientation:
TCI is a group leadership method and is called "art of leading" and in
teaching context as a method for living learning.
As an introduction to the topic I would like to do a small awareness
exercise with you on the question: How am I here and how capable am I
of working?
I would like to ask you a few questions and you could maybe answer
them for yourself in silence.
How do I feel right now? How is my body doing? Which mood do I have?
Which thoughts do I have right now? What is on my mind? Am I
receptive and concentrated for the next hour?
Who am I sitting in the room with? Who do I know? Who I don’t know?
Who do I like to work with? With whom not? Is there someone with whom
I have a conflict?

What interests me about the topic "Theme centered Interaction (TCI) as
a frame for education for sustainable development? What do I know
about the subject?
How beneficial do I find the general conditions here: for example the
location. The time. The TEFSI workshop framework, the weather, outside
noises?
Thanks for participating in this small awareness exercise.
With this little exercise we have made ourselves aware of the 4 factors
that always have an effect when several people work or learn together in
a group. These 4 factors that you have just made aware are (Mark on
flipchart):
I as a person with my feelings, knowledge and motivation, the task for
which we come together, the We, the different people who work together
in the group and the framework that is relevant for us as a group, the
Globe. For lively and effective working and learning these 4 factors must
be taken into account and be in a dynamic balance. This is one core
statement of Theme-Centred Interaction. The symbol for this is the
triangle in the circle
What I want to do now is to show you, how the theme centered
interaction concept can support innovative teaching in the context of
education for sustainable development. I would like to do this with the
following steps:
1. My Understanding of Education for Sustainable Development
2. The 4 Factor Model of TCI and Dynamic Balancing
3. Goals and Basic principles of the TCI concept
4. Reflection and discussion

2. My Understanding of Education for Sustainable Development
How do we achieve sustainable development in our time of climate
change? Who knows the way out of all the catastrophes? Who knows
how our world can become more sustainable? Even though there are
many concepts and approaches, nobody really knows the way.
Therefore, the path to a sustainable society is a joint social process of
searching, learning and shaping.
If we take this sentence seriously, it also has consequences for our
teaching. Then we teachers are not the experts who know the way, but
we are together with the students in a search, learning and scaping
process. This means that teaching is designed in a participatory way,
that students can help shape it. TCI is a wonderful concept for
participatory teaching. I will explain this in the course of the lecture.
Shaping Competence
For this joint social shaping process, special competences are needed,
which de Haan, a German educationalist, calls shaping competence.
This is a didactic concept for Education for Sustainable Development.
Shaping here means that people do not wait passively for the framework
conditions to change but become active and proactive themselves and
help shape society. People are able to analyse and evaluate their lives
and their environment and then change them so that life and living
conditions become better and more sustainable. They are able to act
responsibly and to shape the future. Shaping competence comprises 4
areas of competence that people need in order to shape their future
responsibly, these are
Systemic thinking; Inter- and transdisciplinary work; Dialogue,
cooperation and participation skills; Responsible, independent action
I think I do not need to elaborate further on what is involved here in this
circle. Perhaps you are more familiar with the eight core competences of
Education for Sustainable Development, which are very similar in
content.
The question is, how can this organizational competence be developed
in higher education? Which didactic concepts can support this? How can
we enable our students to acquire shaping competence?
I would now like to explain how TCI supports the teaching of shaping
competence.

2. The 4 Factor Model of TCI and Dynamic Balancing
What is TCI?
TCI has its roots in humanistic psychology and was founded by Ruth
Cohn as a concept of living learning.
What makes TCI so suitable for sustainable education is its explicit value
base, based on humanistic psychology. At the same time, the TCI has a
consistently participatory approach.
The aim of TCI is to design work and learning processes in such a way
that optimum results can be achieved by taking into account both the
common task, the interaction between all those involved, and the
individual interests and framework conditions.
A basic element of the TCI is this 4-factor model. It is a wonderful
planning and reflection tool for effective and living learning and teaching.
Here I would like to deepen the 4-factor model, a basic element of the
TCI.
I don't want to explain the 4-factor-model here, but I want to give you the
opportunity to make your own experience with the 4-factor-model as a
tool for reflection.
First of all, I ask you to choose a lesson that you can remember well. In
which something went particularly well or something did not go well. It
should be a lesson and not a whole course. Do you have choose a
lesson?
Ok, now I have printed out four protocols: One protocol for each factor:
A I-Protocol, We-Protocol, It-Protocol and Globe-Protocol.
Choose now a factor, you would like to reflect for your: either I – We, It or
Globe and answer the questions about this factor for you in silence. Try
to remember details as well as possible. What went well in the class and
why, what went badly and why. You now have 10 minutes time for this.
If you are ready with one factor, you can choose a second or third one.
But it is more important to go deeply in single questions and reflect them
then to answer many questions on the surface.

Exchange in small groups
Now form groups of 4 people, so that in ervery group we find all 4
factors.
What has become clear to me when reflecting on a factor?
How well did I keep this factor in mind in my teaching?
You have 10 min time for this.

Plenum:
What experience have you had with reflection?
What has become clear to me about the 4-factor model?

Dynamic Balance
Probably you will more or less consciously pay attention to these 4
factors in your courses, because without them no teaching works. What
is now specific to TCI is the concept of dynamic balance. This means
that all 4 factors are consciously and systematically taken into account in
each course and that different factors are weighted according to the
situation and process. For example, I usually structure my lessons in
such a way that at the beginning I focus on enabling each individual
student to develop a personal relationship to the topic. Then I give an
input in terms of content, i.e. the focus is on the it. Then I give the
opportunity to discuss the theory in small groups or to deepen it with an
example. Here the focus is then on the we. Then there can be another
input phase, i.e. again on the id. Finally, there is the question of how to
apply what has been learned in the future, i.e. the transfer to the Globe.
Sometimes I also take a globe topic at the beginning as an introduction
to the topic, e.g. a newspaper article.

Disturbances Take Precedence
If a factor is (neglected) ignored for too long, there will be disturbances.
If, for example, a lecture becomes too long, then the students become
restless and hold side conversations to establish their individual balance.
This is where a lecturer is well advised to deal with this disturbance, for
example by taking a break or setting a group task. Disturbances are
usually an indicator that something in the balance is not right. If one
perceives disturbances as such indicators, they are a valuable help for
group leadership and lively, innovative learning. "Disturbances take
precedence. Without their solution, growth is prevented or made more
difficult ". This is how TCI summarizes the importance of disturbances
with the disturbance postulate. If disturbances are ignored, they hinder
the development of groups.

Chairperson
One basis for participatory work in groups is the chairperson, as Ruth
Cohn calls it. Chairpersonship means that each group member acts
responsibly, for himself, for the group and for the world. Ruth Cohn
summarizes this with the sentence: "Look inside, look outside and then
decide!" This is easier said than done: Often we have no clarity in our
own thoughts and feelings about what we want. Nor do we have an
overview of what exactly is the best solution for a problem that everyone
can live with. TCI offers methods with which the chairperson can be
strengthened. These are for example awareness exercises for one's own
inner voice, reflection of group processes, analysis of situations with the
4-factor model or the initiation of participative processes. The basic aim
of TCI is to strengthen the chairperson of every group member or in
university to strengthen the chairperson of the students.

Participatory Leadership
The special thing about the TCI concept is that the leader, the lecturer, is
not outside the learning group, but is understood as part of the group.
She is in the group, does not stand outside (visualise). She is involved in
the group dynamics, with her abilities, emotions and relationships with
the individual students. She is at eye level with the students, brings
herself in as a person. She is not the expert who stands above the
group. Although she has the role of the teacher with a special expertise
and thus also a special position in the group. With this role she is
nevertheless part of the group. This is called participatory leadership in
TCI. This also requires a different attitude of the teachers than is
normally adopted as professor or teacher. This attitude of participatory
leadership can also initiate real participation processes with students.

Vision of TCI
Finally, I would like to present to you the visions of the TCI, what is the
goal, what is to be created on the connecting lines between the individual
factors.
Between I - and It shall take place education with two perspectives. The
first perspective is that the individual participants critically deal with
contents and questions. The second perspective is that the students
internalize knowledge and skills and make them their own, i.e. learn.
Encounter is created between I and We. This is about communication,
listening and authentically getting involved in the group. It is about
empathy and making contacts.
Between We and It is the vision to enable cooperation. Cooperation
includes experiencing group dynamics with its ups and downs, conflicts
and common flow experiences during successful work. Genuine
innovative concepts can only emerge when a group manages to think
through all perspectives of the participants in an appreciative way and to
develop them further together.
Responsibility belongs to the Globe. It is not about taking responsibility
for the whole situation and having the feeling that one must be
omnipotent. That would be a huge challenge for us. Rather, it is about
recognizing where I can realistically take on responsibility and where I

cannot, in other words, where I am partially powerful. It's about both
competences in decisions: Saying yes, here I take responsibility and
saying no, here I am not responsible, this exceeds my possibilities. I
think that in our complex world, especially with regard to sustainability,
this is a very important competence for remaining capable of action.
This model illustrates well that the I and We basis must be created
before a topic can be worked on constructively and innovatively. If there
is little trust in a group, standard solutions are usually only created. If you
want to work out creative, innovative solutions with students, you first
need a good working atmosphere in which everyone can contribute their
ideas and these can be discussed and developed further in an
appreciative, constructive manner. Then the students can really develop
something new.

3. The potential of TCI for Education for Sustainable Development
Finally, I would like to show on a slide how the 4 competencies of the
shaping competence can be assigned to the 4 factors. Each factor can
be assigned a competence according to its main focus, as you can see
here.
Conclusion
Thus, TCI can be applied as a framework concept for Education for
Sustainable Development. I have illustrated this with this picture: The
globe surrounded by the 17 UN sustainability goals. Here I have now
placed the triangle in the globe, it fits perfectly: a symbol for TCI as a
framework concept for Education for Sustainable Development.
Now I am at the end of my presentation. I hope I could wake up some
interest in TCI. If so, I have some literature and links to read on.
We want discuss the TCI-Concept as a framework for education for
sustainable development in the Fishbowl after the coffee break.
Before the coffee break we would like to collect the topics you would like
to discuss. Where do you agree with the concept and where not? What
would you like to discuss?
Thank you for your attention and cooperation. Now you wish you a
relaxing coffee break.

Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack, University of Applied Science Münster

Reflection of a Lesson / Course with the 4-factor Model of TCI
I -Protocol:
How did I feel as a teacher/lecture/professor in the Course/session?




With myself?
With the students?
With the content / the subject?

How did the students in my course felt?
Select two students from the course: One who was very attentive and cooperated well and
one who was quieter and seemed distracted. What did I notice from these students?





With regard to the content: How interested are he/she in this subject? What
previous knowledge do he/she bring with him/her? Is he/she over or under
challenged?
With regard to me as a teacher: What do he/she think about me?
With regard to interaction / cooperation in the course: How do they cooperate, how
do they take part in group work?

What differences were there in the progress of the course / during the semester, e.g. at the
beginning, in the middle and at the end?

Following to „Protokoll zum Modell der Selbstsupervision nach M. Kroeger; aus: Hahn, K. et al (1998):
Themenzentrierte Supervision. Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, Mainz, S. 190-200

Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack, University of Applied Science Münster

Reflection of a Lesson / Course with the 4-factor Model of TCI

We - Protocol:
How did you enable the students to become active themselves?

How did you get the students to interact with each other?

How do you perceive the group as a whole, its willingness to cooperate, the learning atmosphere and
the ability to work?

What differences were there in the progress of the course / during the semester, e.g. at the
beginning, in the middle and at the end?

Following to „Protokoll zum Modell der Selbstsupervision nach M. Kroeger; aus: Hahn, K. et al (1998):
Themenzentrierte Supervision. Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, Mainz, S. 190-200

Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack, University of Applied Science Münster

Reflection of a Lesson / Course with the 4-factor Model of TCI
It- protocol:
How was the content / topic I wanted to teach?


How did the content / topic develop?



How did I keep an eye on the goals / content myself?



How well could I reach the students with my content/topic?

What differences were there in the progress of the course / during the semester, e.g. at the
beginning, in the middle and at the end?

Following to „Protokoll zum Modell der Selbstsupervision nach M. Kroeger; aus: Hahn, K. et al (1998):
Themenzentrierte Supervision. Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, Mainz, S. 190-200

Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack, University of Applied Science Münster

Reflection of a Lesson / Course with the 4-factor Model of TCI
Globe - Protocol:
How did the frame conditions / the environment affect the course / session?


What influence did the institution (university, timetable, exams, room, etc.) have?



What influence did the participants' globe (other commitments, mobile phone...) have?



What influence does the design of the module have (length, timing, group size, regularity,
etc.)?



What influence do seasonal, political, cultural circumstances have (e.g. holidays, weather,
political events etc.)?



What could I design from the Globe? (time structure, seating arrangements, breaks and so
on...)

What differences were there in the progress of the course / during the semester, e.g. at the
beginning, in the middle and at the end?

Following to „Protokoll zum Modell der Selbstsupervision nach M. Kroeger; aus: Hahn, K. et al (1998):
Themenzentrierte Supervision. Matthias-Grünewald-Verlag, Mainz, S. 190-200

Documents for planning a lesson with the TZI model

Prof. Dr. Pirjo Susanne Schack
University of Applied Sciences, Münster, Germany
Faculty Oecotrophologie – Facility-Management

Seite 1

Clarifying questions for planning a teaching unit according to the TZI model The starting point for planning participant-oriented teaching units is not the content and the subject logic but the participants
Individuals / I's :
I´s of the participants:
- What do I know, sense and suspect about the interests, wishes and goals of the participants?
- What knowledge, skills and competences do they have?
- What individual goals should the participants be able to achieve?
Since it is often difficult to keep track of each and every one individually, it is useful to first introduce three people and answer the questions for
these three people.
I as a leader/lecturer:
- How is my own access to the teaching material / subject content? What can I do well and enjoy, what not?
- What do I hope for, what am I afraid of? - What are my feelings towards the group and individuals?
- At team-teaching sessions: How am I doing in the team? How is it with cooperation and competition? What do I have to clarify so that I can present well?

Contents / Tasks / Object / It:
-

Which contents / tasks / questions should be dealt with in the next unit? - Why this one in particular?
Which content-related goals do I want / have to / can / should I achieve? - Why this one in particular? ( Order / client)

Interactions / Exchange / We:
-

Which interactions do I want to encourage and support? (including contacts, exchanges, conversations, clarifications, agreements) - Why
this in particular?

balance of the factors
-

Which aspect is particularly intense now? - Where do I want to keep the balance now?- Why?
How can I keep the other factors in view and also take them into account?

Globe / frame conditions:
-

What general conditions await me? (space, time, group size, composition of the group, specifications tasks, goals, topics, results,
methods...of the client) / What can I design from this? / What do I have to accept?
Which links to the topics of the life-world / work-world of the participants do I want to use?
Which transfer to the life-world / working world of the participants do I want to enable?

Expanded to © Dr. Jochen Spielmann – for use at the FH Münster
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Step 1: Selection of the aims of the working unit
From these preliminary considerations the goals for the teaching unit follow: What goals should the participants have achieved after the teaching
unit?

Factors

Goals

I / individuals

Individual, personal goals (self competence)

Contents / Tasks / Object / It:

Subject and technical goals (professional competence; methodological competence)

Interactions / Exchange / We:

Interaction goals, social goals (social competence)

Connecting and transfer to the
world of work and life / Globe

Transfer and action goals (action competence)

Balance oft he four factors

If possible, goals at all four levels should be achieved in each teaching unit:

Expanded to © Dr. Jochen Spielmann – for use at the FH Münster
Seite 3

Step 2: Planning the teaching unit
goals / content

subject / task

Material/
Media

Factor

It

What should the
participants know, can,
have experienced…?

social forms and
forms of working

I
We
Globe

Time

Orientation phase (entry)

Work phase (implementation)

Saving results (closing)

Following to © Dr. Jochen Spielmann – for use at the FH Münster
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Step 3: Implementation of the planned teaching unit
The implementation shows whether the planning is accepted by the participants in this way or whether it needs to be changed. Every
planning, every teaching unit is an offer, an invitation to the participants, nothing more.

© Dr. Jochen Spielmann – for use at the FH Münster
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Step 4: Self-reflection of the performed teaching unit
balance of the factors
−
−

Which of the factors was in the focus? - Why? / Which factor was hardly considered? - Why?
What have I contributed to the balance of factors?

Individuals / I's :
−
−

Were the individual participants able to work / learn / connect / record new / process / edit?
Have the individual participants achieved the goal(s)?
- How have the others been? (What have I perceived, noticed, felt about their well-being / unwell-being?) How has this influenced my own
behaviour? / Who has influenced me in a special way? How? Why?

Ich als LeiterIn/ DozentIn:
- How have I been? (When did I feel well/uncomfortable/sure/unsure/relaxed/tense, nervous, joyful, thoughtful ...)
What did I do then?
- At team-teaching: How did I feel in the team? How did we work together?

Interactions / Exchange / We:
−
−

Which interactions in the group (including contacts, exchanges, conversations, clarifications, appointments) did I notice / observe?
What have I encouraged? - How? - Why? / What I have not encouraged? - How? - Why?
How have I experienced and felt these interactions myself? (helpful, disturbing, rewarding, overflowing, focusing, annoying ...)

Contents / Tasks / Object / It:
-

What goals were achieved? Why / Which goals were not achieved? Why?

Globe / frame conditions:
−
−

How did I design the frame conditions? What am I satisfied with? What am I not satisfied with?
was the transfer into the life-world / work-world of the participants successful?

What do I conclude from my reflection for the planning of the next teaching unit / for next speeches / presentations?

Modified to © Dr. Jochen Spielmann – for use at the FH Münster
Seite 6

MOVIEMAKING/DIGITAL
STORYTELLING WITH IMOVIE

teachingwithipad.org

IMOVIE

HELP AT ANY TIME

•

Press the ? For onscreen tips at any time in any feature turn it
off again by pressing it again

VIDEO TAB
•

Browse video
clips

•

Select favourites
before you start
a project

To browse quickly by date: Scroll up or down.
• To expand a clip for easier viewing: Tap the clip.
• To preview a video clip: Tap the clip, then tap the Play button .
• To play a video clip at half-speed: Tap the clip, then tap the Slow
button .
• Tap again to return to normal speed.
• To play a clip at double-speed: Tap the clip, then tap the Fast button
• Tap the heart to add to favourites.
•

PROJECTS
•

Select and open a
project you've been
working on

•

Tap the + to start a
new project

•

Select movie to start a
new movie project

SELECT A THEME
•

iMovie themes
coordinate
screen titles,
transitions and
music

•

You can change
a theme at any
time

MY MOVIE

INSERT MEDIA INTO STORYBOARD
•

Select video and
photos to insert
into your
storyboard

•

Select from
favourites you've
chosen prior or
directly from
your camera roll
within the app

•

MAKE ADJUSTMENTS TO A
CLIP
Tap on a clip in the
storyboard and
you can choose
from video and
audio effects

•

Audio effects
include volume
and splitting

•

Video effects: titles,
speed, trim, split,
freeze and
duplicate

TO TRIM A CLIP
•

Much like the
original iMovie
you can drag
the begging or
end of a clip to
trim its length

•

Grab the yellow
bar on the side
and trim to the
length desired

TO A SPLIT A CLIP
•

In the original
iMovie you had
to swipe to cut.
Now there is a
more precise
split button

•

Place the play
head where you
would like to
split and press
the split button

SIMPLER "KEN BURNS EFFECTS"
•

Once you
select your
photo in
the story
board you
can simply
adjust the
start and
end
position of
the still shot

MULTIPLE TITLE OPTIONS
•

Once you've
tapped on your
video clip and
selected video
press title

•

iMovie 2.0 has
multiple options
with motion

•

Tap the text in
the viewing
window to edit
text

PICTURE IN PICTURE, SPLIT
SCREEN
&
CUTAWAY
• Tap and hold a
clip in the media
window

•

Select the ...
(More options)
and select desired
video effect

•

You can trim, split
or zoom this
effect like you
would any other
in the storyboard

MULTIPLE AUDIO OPTIONS!

•

You can select
audio for your
movie from the
audio tab in the
media window

•

In iMovie 2.0 you
can add multiple
songs, trim the
beginning and end
of a song, fade in
and out, even
separate audio
from a movie clip
or speed up and Trim audio
slow down audio

Volume

Fade audio

Adjust audio speed

MUCH MUCH MORE!

There are more features you can discover in iMovie. Please
let me know if you ever need any assistance with any
iMovie or iPad help.
Thanks, Matt

E- learning platforms
at Charles University

Mgr. Zora Mašatová

Central Library of CU
1991
• Under governance of Faculty of Education
• Seat in the city centre
1996
• Transformed into administrative / methodological part of CU –
support for "independent" faculty libraries
• Became independent of Faculty of Education, managed as a part of
the CU rectorate
2015/2016
• Moved to a new workspace at Prague 6 - Veleslavín

Central Library services
Central library is not a library in a common sense (faculty libraries are not parts
of Central Library) and it provides support for faculty libraries in various fields
• E-resources (acqusition, management and access)
• Central library systems (LIS, digital repositories, …)
• Methodological support
• E-learning support
• Negotiations on behalf of faculty libraries with CU administration, other
parts of the CU and other legal bodies
• Erasmus + programme for foreign library employees
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E- learning services of Central Library
• Central Library employees: 28 (21,80 FTE)
• E-learning support centre employees: 8 (3 full-time)
Central library provides:
• a large number of e-learning tools
• technical and educational support for teachers and students
• teachers´ training in e-learning methodology
• instructions and tutorials, how to make e-learning materials
• support in international projects

E-learning tools of Central Library

dl.cuni.cz/en
5

E- learning tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moodle (4 installations of Moodle) – the main LMS at CU
Streamservers – videos
Adobe connect – webinars
Turnitin – academic writing and detecting plagiarism
Ecuni – web library for CU
Wiki – knowledge-based environment
MOOC – platform for Massive Open Online Courses
Other (Open Access publications from the Karolinum Press, E-books Faculty
of Medicine Hradec Králové, CEVA – Moodle installation for health care
workers

LMS Moodle at Charles University
Moodle 1 – used for free e-learning and blended learning courses for
students of faculties at Charles University.
Moodle 1 is a huge installation of Moodle used by almost all the
faculties (about 3 000 courses in active usage, but the total number is
even higher). The number of users is growing continuously. It has been
in operation since 2004.
The version of the system currently used is 3.6. The system is usually
upgraded during summer, next upgrade to 3.8 is planned for July 2020.
Moodle plugins and external tools are used to make the teaching and
learning environment more convenient for the users.

Moodle 1 statistics for the year 2019
Moodle 1 is the largest installation of Moodle at CU, it serves as LMS
for almost all faculties and about 10 other institutes and centres
• Total number of courses 8 159
• (of which approximatelly 3 000 are courses in active usage)
• Total number of users 85 911
• Number of active users 21 478
• Total number of logins 4 816 374
• Number of unique logins 12 3509
• Year-on-year increase of courses 1 308

Other installations of Moodle
• Moodle 2 is used for free e-learning at Charles University faculties.
Historically, it was founded for the needs of Faculty of Science. Today,
it is used also by some other faculties.
• Moodle for Lifelong Learning serves for running lifelong learning
courses out of the university curriculum.
• Moodle for Hosting Courses is used to run commercial courses
outside of Charles University. Operation rate is charged.
• Moodle for MOOCs – the first course created by Central Library is to
be opened soon.

Platform for MOOCs
for MOOCs (massive
online open courses)
• it was opened
recently
• 23 courses available
• access for general
public (shibboleth,
gmail, manual
accounts)
• automic courses or
courses with a tutor
• unlimited or time
limited

Streamservers
Streamservers are used to store and play videos in either
protected or free mode. Videos are presented on a separate
portal, or uploaded to Moodle courses or Adobe Connect
lectures and presentations. At CU, it is freely available to
anyone who asks for it.
265 new videos were added on Streamservers in 2019

Adobe Connect
Adobe Connect is a LMS designed to store and distribute
educational multimedia content to public or dedicated user
groups, to create and distribute comprehensive curricula and
independent courses, and finally to lead online groups, create
and implement virtual classrooms, webinars, and online
learning groups. Adobe Connect is licensed for the entire CU.

Turnitin
Turnitin is a system for detecting and preventing plagiarism
and increasing the quality of academic work. The system is
integrated into Moodle. Turnitin has been integrated in
Student Information System in order to automate the
plagiarism detection in submitted theses.
According to rector´s measure 15/2019 system Turnitin has to
be used as tool for comparing originality of theses. More than
1 500 final theses has been checked by Turnitin.

Web Library of Charles University eCUNI
Web Library allows the creation of interactive teaching materials.
Currently, only Czech version is available. https://ecuni.publi.cz/ (It is
possible to publish an English e-book).

WIKI
Wikisystems (e.g. Wikipedia) are a knowledge-based environment
influencing the current knowledge production and publication process.
Several wiki webpages are operated at CU (Wikiskripta, Enviwiki etc.)
Wikiskripta - project of 1st Medical Faculty of Charles University
• In operation for more than 10 years
• more than 600 participants
• 50 contributions each month.
• third biggest wiki in medicine
https://www.wikiskripta.eu/w/Golgiho_apar%C3%A1t
(after WikiDoc and OpenWetWare)

Courses for creators of e-learning materials
Spring 2020, March – May
• Technical aspects
• Methodology
• Raising awareness
• Workshops
• Feedback elicitation
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Methodology and evaluation of e-learning
materials
New methodology of e-learning courses was written at the end 2019
• Access:https://dl.cuni.cz/metodika/
• It provides methodical suppot for creating online courses for blended
learning or e-learning
• Methodology for Virtual mobility is not included
• It was partly supported from the of project ESF (Increasing Quality in
education at CU)
• Several faculties use their own internal instructions for methodology
and evaluation of e-learning materials, some do not use any.

Thank you for your attention

Mgr. Zora Mašatová
E-learning support centre
Central Library of Charles University
e-mail: zora.masatova@ruk.cuni.cz
phone: +420 224 491 958
dl.cuni.cz

Practical use of
online platforms
at CUNI
Using Moodle in class

Practical use of online platforms at CUNI
Common use (decreasing)
• syllabus
• course structure
• storage

(my) rationale
• learning by teaching others

• having responsibility for success of others

• Just-in-time teaching
• diversity of tasks
• hard work should be done by students
• simplify my tasks
• facilitate my work

Practical use of online platforms at CUNI
Common use (decreasing)

Recommended use (increasing)

• syllabus
• course structure
• storage

• activities and task (keep them
going outside class)
• outsourcing (what does not need
to be done in class)
•
•
•
•
•
•

preparation
some feedback
tests
Think… (…Pair-Share in class)
review
in class activities

In-class activities? Really?
Sli.do is nice, but we already have a platform…

Integration of online platform in the course
regular and planned use
• plan tasks in your syllabus
• create them ahead so students see them from the beginning (schedule)
• tracking progress
• communication (giving feedback)

Using and
planning tasks

Tracking progress
• course completion status
• competencies
gamification?

Giving feedback
F2F to activities in class
online to online work
F2F to online work (Just-in-time teaching)

Peer-feedback!

to assigments
to feedback

Innovative education- experience
from EPOS and SUSPLUS projects
Warsaw University of Life Sciences

Faculty of Human Nutrition
Department of Functional Food,
Ecological Food and Commodities

Dominika Średnicka-Tober, PhD
Renata Kazimierczak, PhD
Marcin Barański, PhD

Chair of Organic Food

project
SUS+
Action 2: Strategic Partnerships
for higher education

project
EPOS

project
TEFSI

EPOS

SUSPLUS

Innovative Education
towards the Needs of the
Organic Sector 2014-2016

Innovative Education towards
Sustainable Food Systems
2016-2018

Coordinating team of EPOS & SUSPLUS: Warsaw University of Life
Sciences

Aims of
the project

Develop and implement
innovative educational
materials and methods

Provide students with
necessary knowledge
& skills
Increase students’ employability
and support organic & sustainable food sector

Experiental learning
Knowledge
Reflection
Experience

International survey
Students’ understanding of the sustainable
food system and their expectations towards
education within this subject area

▪
▪
▪
▪

on-line questionnaire about sustainable food systems
MSc and BSc students
7 languages
1122 participants

Are you interested in
Sustainable Food
Systems?

Have you already had a course in
your study programme related to
Sustainable Food Systems?

4%
29%
67%

yes

a little bit

43%

57%

no

yes

no

Education in SUSPLUS
• E-learning module
• Intensive study programme
„Sustainable Food Systems
& Diets”
• Small Research Projects
• Students’ lectures in
schools
-> Developing, testing and implementing innovative, labour-market
oriented teaching materials & methods in higher education.

cooperation with
enterprises
team working
skills

slow food

entrepreneurship

environmental
concerns

ability to adapt to
new situations

fair trade

traditional food

problem oriented
learning

organic food
locality of the
food chains

sustainability
assessment
tools

analytical and problem
solving skills

defining and solving
problems

food culture
food
sovereignty

different models of
sustainable food
systems

communication
skills

Education in the project:
e-learning
Time: May-Jul 2017 (7 weeks)
Place: Virtual e-learning platform (Absalon, U-CPH)
Coordinators: Prof. Susanne Bugel & assist. Marianne Erichsen
Content: Video-lectures, discussions, quizzes, assignment
Profile of participants: BCs, MSc and PhD
Aim: To integrate students and give them theoretical background for the further project
activities (Intensive Study Programme)
Lectures: 4 introductory + 10 core lectures. Example of topics: Creative problem solving,
Impact of farming methods on the environment & food quality, The role of dietary
guidelines, The organic food system model
+ 5 hotspots (Example: The involvement of younger people, Power to the people)

Education in the project:
e-learning

– quizes, discussion and assignment
Quizzes

Discussions among students for each lecture

National dish assignment

Education in the project:
SUSPLUS Intensive
Study Programme
’Sustainable Food Systems & Diets’

SUSPLUS Intensive Study Programme
(Summer course)
Time: 22nd July – 4th Aug 2017 (14 days)
Place: Kiry (Tatra Mountains) & Warsaw
Number of participants (students): 32
Profile of participants: BSc, MSc, PhD
students
Lecturers: 12 lecturers (representatives
of each university participating in the
project) + guest lecturer from India

Week 1

Tatra Mountains: „All about Oscypek”

Week 1
Week 1

Materials available at: susplus.eu

• 6 field trips (case studies)
• workshops
• food systems analysis
• cheese tasting
• group work
• Sustainability of the national dish
• Sustainability assessment
methodology

Week 1

Week 2 - Warsaw

Week 2

Warsaw

• Lectures
• value-based food
supply chains
• sustainable food
production &
diets
• Sust. crop
production
• Workshops
• systems thinking
and food service
• school meal
systems
• creative problem
solving – teaching
some tools

• Final exam
Materials available at: susplus.eu

National dish
evening…

Students feedback…
• Hands on
experience is eyeopening
• helped to process
the e-learning
• sustainability is
complicated

Education in the project:
Small Research Projects

• Students cooperated with
selected stakeholders
representing food sector
• Defining problems / needs &
developing solutions
Examples: Organic Corner project (increasing sustainability of organic
bistro), Bioberry project (analysis of organic smoothie market in Poland &
development of sustainable organic smoothie stand)

Education in the project:
Lectures in schools

University students had a
task to prepare lectures
and/or workshops on
topics related to
sustainability and food
systems for secondary
school students.

Intellectual outputs
▪ Educational materials
(eLectures, presentations, quizes, hot spots)
on sustainable food systems topic
▪ Programme of the Intensive Summer Course
▪ Programme of the workshops for students
▪ Booklet „A guide for Innovative Education
towards Sustainable Food Systems”

epos-project.net

susplus.eu

tefsi.eu

thank you
for your attention!

dominika_srednicka_tober@sggw.pl
renata_kazimierczak@sggw.pl
marcin_baranski@sggw.pl

